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With advances in hardware miniaturization and wireless communication technologies even
small portable wireless devices have much communication bandwidth and computing power.
These devices include smartphones, tablet computers, and personal digital assistants. Users
of these devices expect to run software applications that they usually have on their desktop
computers as well as the new applications that are being developed for mobile devices. Web
browsing, social networking, gaming, online multimedia playing, global positioning system
based navigation, and accessing emails are examples of a few popular applications. Mobile
versions of thousands of desktop applications are already available in mobile application
markets, and consequently, the expected operational time of smartphones is rising rapidly.
At the same time, the complexity of these applications is growing in terms of computa-
tion and communication needs, and there is a growing demand for energy in smartphones.
However, unlike the exponential growth in computing and communication technologies,
in terms of speed and packaging density, battery technology has not kept pace with the
rapidly growing energy demand of these devices. Therefore, designers are faced with the
need to enhance the battery life of smartphones. Knowledge of how energy is used and
lost in the system components of the devices is vital to this end. With this view, we focus
on modeling and evaluating the energy performance of smartphones in this thesis. We also
propose techniques for enhancing the energy efficiency and functionality of smartphones.
The detailed contributions of the thesis are as follows: (i) we present a finite state ma-
chine based model to estimate the energy cost of an application running on a smartphone,
and provide practical approaches to extract model parameters; (ii) the concept of energy
cost profile is introduced to assess the impact of design decisions on energy cost at an
early stage of software design; (iii) a generic architecture is proposed and implemented for
enhancing the capabilities of smartphones by sharing resources; (iv) we have analyzed the
Internet traffic of smartphones to observe the energy saving potentials, and have studied
the implications on the existing energy saving techniques; and finally, (v) we have provided
a methodology to select user level test cases for performing energy cost evaluation of appli-
cations. All of our concepts and proposed methodology have been validated with extensive
measurements on a real test bench.
Our work contributes to both theoretical understanding of energy efficiency of software
applications and practical methodologies for evaluating energy efficiency. In summary,
the results of this work can be used by application developers to make implementation
level decisions that affect the energy efficiency of software applications on smartphones. In
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Since the invention of the transistor, enormous progress and development in the field of
solid state physics has continually reduced the size of the semi conductor devices. The
capability, or, the speed of electronic devices has increased exponentially while their size
and cost has decreased to the same extent. Over time, these technological advancements
have allowed digital communication to evolve, and in the 1980’s the cell phone emerged.
Due to their inherent support for portability and mobility, hand-held devices connected to
wireless networks have become widely popular.
In the early years, mobile phones were used only for voice calls and short message
services (SMS). The users could also avail push/pull services to some extent with limited
data service. Later on, with the overwhelming penetration of Internet into society, there
was a huge demand for full-fledged data service in cellular networks. To meet the user
demands, newer standards and technologies for wireless networks and hand-held devices
have been brought to market, and are now widely accepted by end users all over the
world. The success and growth of Internet based services have profoundly impacted global
economics, as well as the ways in which people communicate and live their lives [43]. This
trend is ongoing and it seems that smartphones will become as prevalent in our daily lives
as electricity and motor vehicles.
1.1 Smartphone and its Components
There has been a rapid evolution in the industry of handheld device over the last couple
of years. These devices include smartphones, personal digital assistants (PDA), and tablet
1
computers. By the end of 2010, over 75% of the world’s population had subscribed to
mobile phones and about 55% of them were smartphone users in developed countries [67].
Smartphones can be defined as small computers with high speed wireless communi-
cation interfaces. The smartphone market is one of the most competitive markets for
semiconductor vendors. At the low end, cost pressures are pushing them to integrate their
hardware components into single-chip devices. At the high end, they are required to keep
up with the newest air interfaces, such as HSDPA and HSUPA, while adding TV-quality
video, 3D graphics, and other multimedia functions to the processors. They need to find


































Global positioning system (GPS)
Near field communication (NFC)  
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Applications
Figure 1.1: Components of a smartphone.
Figure 1.1 depicts the components of a state-of-the-art smartphone. The devices typi-
cally have low-power-consuming RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer) microproces-
sors manufactured by companies like Texus Instrument (TI) and ARM Qualcomm. They
2
generally have random access memory (RAM) of around 256 MB to 1GB and several gi-
gabytes of removable flash memory. The power supply is usually equipped with a 3.7 volt
lithium-ion battery ranging from 800 to 1500 milliampere hour (mAh). They have Half
VGA or Quarter VGA color displays most often with touch screen capabilities. Smart-
phones also have cameras, GPS (Global Positioning System) receivers, and other sensors
















Figure 1.2: Market share of smartphone OS (Gartner, November 2011).
Systems (OS) used in the mobile phones. As shown in Fig. 1.2, about 52% of the smart-
phones in the market use Android OS from Google. Symbian OS by Nokia shares 17% of
OS market. The iOS used in iPhone shares 15% of the market. BlackBerry uses its own
proprietary OS, which covers 11% of the market. Windows Mobile OS captures 2% market
shares. There also exist Palm garnet OS and some linux based OS like LiMo, Mobilinux
in the market.
Smartphone applications, or mobile applications, colloquially referred to as apps come
with the smartphone, or are downloaded by users from various mobile software distribution
platforms, known as the App Store or Market. There are more than 325 thousand applica-
tions on Android market and more than half a million applications on Apple’s App Store.
3
The number of downloads reached more than 10 billion in app store at the end of 2011, and
it is expected that by the year 2015 the total app downloads per year will reach close to
50 billion. The categories of mobile applications include (i) Games; (ii) Social networking;
(iii) News and weather forecast; (iv) Maps, navigation, search, and location based service;
(v) Online music and video; (vi) Entertainment and food; (vii) Sports; (viii) Banking, fi-
nance, and mobile payment; (ix) Shopping; (x) Productivity; and (xi) Travel, lifestyle, and
mobile health monitoring.
1.2 Resource Constraints
Among the applications on smartphones, Internet browsing, online video and music playing,
gaming, social networking, news, weather, stock reports, global positioning system (GPS)
aided maps, navigation, and searching are at the top of the charts [44, 93]. Uploading
photos and videos directly to social networks and voice-over-IP (VoIP) clients are becoming
increasingly popular. Moderate computing power, communication bandwidth, and above
all, innovative development tools have enabled the creation of mobile versions of many
popular desktop applications [125]. The complexity of these applications is growing in
terms of computation and communication needs with increasing device functionality. As a
consequence of this increased usability, the demand for increased operating time, or battery
life of smartphones is rising rapidly.
Unlike other resources such as memory and processor, energy is an exhaustible resource.
Energy cannot be reclaimed once it is spent [130]. Therefore, energy must be diligently
used in handheld devices. The concern about energy availability has become more acute
due to the volume of third-party applications available on the Internet. In addition, there
has not been a satisfactory development in battery technology in terms of energy capacity.
The battery capacity has not increased at the same pace as other components of handheld
devices. The state-of-the-art mobile device from Google, Nexus S has a standby time of
18 days, whereas its talk-time is just 7 hours on 3G networks. Similarly, smartphones
last only 2 − 3 hours when online video is played. This dependence on battery energy
puts a severe constraint on the availability of these devices. Therefore, devising energy
management strategies have attracted the attention of hardware and software designers of
smartphones. In this thesis, we focus on designing energy efficient software applications
for smartphones.
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1.3 Energy Management and Applications
The term energy management is used to mean a reduction in the overall energy consump-
tion of a system through effective use of the system resources, and to keep the hardware
components at low power consumption state as long as possible without sacrificing the
system performance. Energy management can be performed at several levels in the system
hierarchy [91]: the hardware component, the operating system (including protocols), the
application and the user level.
Users generally lack knowledge about the power consumption of each component of the
device, and are reluctant to make frequent energy management decisions. The hardware
level approach may be thought to be appropriate as the hardware parts physically drain the
battery energy. However, the hardware is there to fulfill the software needs, and software is
the ultimate consumer of energy. Basically, hardware and software level approaches should
not be considered mutually exclusive; instead they are supplementary in nature. Therefore,
focus should be given on software level optimizations in the devices with hardware level
energy saving features [34].
User
Application 1 Application 2 Application N
Operating System (OS)
Middleware / API / Virtual Machines
CPU Memory Display Storage GPSWiFi 3G ...
Smart Battery
...
Figure 1.3: Relationships among user, applications, OS and battery.
Figure 1.3 depicts the relationship between the energy usage hierarchy of a smartphone.
Users run applications on devices, and applications utilize hardware components such as
the CPU and memory through middleware and OS interfaces to accomplish a task. The
OS coordinates and schedules the access to hardware. However, it has no control over how
efficiently the application uses hardware components. The OS also does not control how
much energy a hardware component consumes to remain in a certain state. Therefore,
energy efficient applications and hardware components with energy saving features play a
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pivotal role in achieving overall energy efficiency of smartphones. The role of an energy-
aware OS is to take advantage of the power saving features of software applications and
hardware components.
1.4 Designing Energy Efficient Applications
The key challenges in designing energy efficient smartphone applications are as follows:
• User Expectation: Users of smartphones expect to run software applications that
they usually have on their desktop computers as well as the mobile applications de-
veloped for mobile devices. The complexity, processing power, and communication
requirements of these applications are high in comparison to smartphone resources,
and they ultimately drain high amounts of battery energy. Most importantly, achiev-
ing energy efficiency without compromising user experience is a challenging task.
• Application Development Environment: As mentioned earlier, there are al-
ready more than a million applications in the market. A significant portion of these
applications is designed and implemented on an ad hoc basis, and good software en-
gineering guidelines are not followed. The development processes of the applications,
OS and hardware are independent, and devices are diverse in terms of processor,
memory, display types. Moreover, not all designers are aware of the energy saving
potentials of OS, communication and other hardware components. High level energy
cost information is not also available to them. All of these issues are challenges for
developing energy efficient smartphones.
• Lack of Performance Evaluation Tools: Performance defects such as energy and
delay performances are mostly invisible in desktop environments due to availability
of abundant power, and high processing and communication bandwidth. However,
they become visible in mobile platforms because of the lack of such resources. Due to
the large number of configurations, there is a lack of consistent testing configurations
across devices. The absence of a mobile test bench which is required for GPS, cellular
and other location based testing, and difficulty in replicating the behavior of a real-
battery are two more challenges in performance testing of smartphones.
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1.5 Energy Management Strategies
We present a broad overview of existing energy management strategies for wireless portable
devices in this chapter. Comprehensive details of software based energy saving method-
ologies for handheld devices can be found in [104]. Surveys of system-level dynamic
power management techniques, energy efficient network protocols for wireless networks,
and power-aware mobile multimedia applications can also be found in [11, 72, 172]. Dis-
cussions of related work have been given further with each solution approaches we have
provided in the following chapters.
1.5.1 Smart Battery Aided Design
Smart batteries are re-chargeable batteries augmented with additional sensing and SoC
computation logic. They play a key role in making applications adaptive to the amount
of energy left in the battery. Power consumption pattern or load profile has a significant
impact on battery lifetime [123]. Some profiles may let a battery to recover from time to
time, whereas some other load profiles may not let the battery to recover. Therefore, task
scheduling is an important system-level instrument which can adjust system load based on
state of charge (SoC) information to prolong battery lifetime.
Chiasserini and Rao [24, 25] have mentioned that charge recovery takes place under
bursty or pulsed discharge conditions. Hence, this phenomena can be exploited to enhance
the actual capacity of the battery. They explore stochastic battery models to track charge
recovery in conjunction with battery lifetime. Software designers need to be aware of the
battery characteristics in order to be able to schedule the major energy consuming tasks
in such a way that the resulting load profile leads to the longest battery lifetime.
1.5.2 Energy-Efficient GUI Design
Display is one of the largest energy consuming components in mobile devices. Display
along with user interactions form graphical user interaction (GUI) sub-system. A number
of techniques have been proposed to minimize the energy consumption of GUI sub-system,
and a few categories are described below:
1. Brightness Control of the Backlight: These techniques, namely, dynamic lumi-
nance scaling (DLS) and concurrent brightness and contrast scaling (CBCS) keep the
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perceived contrast of still images as close as possible to the original while achieving
power reduction from the backlight system [19, 23].
2. Frame Buffer Compression: Frame buffer compression reduces the number of
frame buffer accesses, and thus saves energy. Shim et al. [138] have shown that frame
buffer compression reduces the display energy cost by 50 − 66%. When differential
Huffman coding is used to compress the frames [139], the frame buffer activity is
reduced by 52− 90%.
3. Dark Window Optimization: An active window on display uses only about 60%
of the total screen area, and the content of the screen can be displayed on much
lower power displays with no apparent loss in visual quality. These are the two
observations from a survey conducted by Iyer et al. [68]. They proposed several dark
windows optimization techniques that allow the windowing environment to change
the brightness and color of portions of the screen that are not of interest to the user.
Zhong and Jha [175] make the following recommendations to make GUI design energy-
efficient: (i) Even an idle system consumes much energy so reducing the usage time for a
task is an effective way of energy reduction. (ii) Do something while waiting for user input.
(iii) Minimize screen changes as it costs energy to change even a single pixel. (iv) Since
text input is much slower, avoid or minimize text input. (v) Features that do not accelerate
usage should be avoided.
1.5.3 Energy-saving micro-Sleep Techniques
There is a significant difference in energy costs of the sleep and idle states of a proces-
sor [117]. Brakmo et al. [16] have introduced the concept of a µSleep state so that under
certain conditions the processor can be put in the µSleep state instead of the idle state. If
there is no process to run, the processor is moved into the OS idle state, and the scheduler
makes a decision to move the processor to the µSleep state or to the processor idle state.
A real-time clock alarm or an external event causes the processor to move back to the
running state. Their experiments have shown that µSleep can reduce energy consumption
by more than 60% when the experimental Itsy pocket PC is lightly loaded.
Liu et al. [89] proposed a micro power management (µPM) scheme that allows a WiFi
transceiver to sleep for very short intervals, such as a few microseconds. It can be used to
sleep even between two MAC frames. This client-based solution uses prediction to exploit
short idle intervals, and any support from the AP is not needed. To control data loss,
µPM takes advantages of the retransmission mechanism in 802.11.
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1.5.4 Energy-efficient Communication Techniques
1. MAC Level Techniques: Around 90% of the energy can be saved by the Wireless
NIC at the cost of increased delay in web-page downloads [79]. The authors of [79],
Krashinsky et al. proposed a Bounded Slowdown protocol (BSD) to cope with the
delay problem. The energy saving techniques proposed in [146, 162] use inactivity
timers to decide when to switch off the Wireless NIC. Stemm and Katz [146] use
knowledge of application behavior to compute the timeout duration, whereas, Yan
et al. [162] estimated the inter-arrival times in a dynamic fashion to switch off
the WNIC. Havinga and Smit [58] proposed a TDMA based energy efficient MAC
protocol in which the AP schedules packet transmissions. The authors apply mobile
grouping strategy that allows an STA to have a concatenated uplink and downlink
phase, and the transceiver enters a low power mode for the remaining time of a
frame. The schedule traffic in bursts strategy allows a transceiver to stay in a low-
power mode for an extended period of time.
2. Proxy Assisted Energy Saving: A proxy works as an intermediary between mo-
bile hosts and streaming servers. Applications running on the mobile user device
send requests for streaming media objects to the local proxy. A proxy can enable
a hand-held device to save energy in a number of ways, for example, by reducing
the volume of contents to be downloaded by user devices, and/or by making data
traffic bursty so that the intervals between bursts are long enough for devices to put
their communication interfaces to sleep state. The detailed energy saving potentials
of a Transforming Proxy, an HTTP-level Power Aware Web Proxy, a Power Aware
Streaming Proxy, and a Streaming Audio Proxy can be found in [3, 127].
3. Source-level Power Control: Multimedia content servers apply a number of en-
ergy saving strategies. Examples of such server-based techniques are: (i) traffic
shaping to enable a user device to put its communication interface to sleep state [1],
and (ii) resolution control of video frames [84]. These techniques do not involve any
proxy between the media servers and hand-held devices.
4. TCP Based Energy Saving: The Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) related
energy efficiency of hand-held devices are categorized into two groups: (i) computa-
tional energy cost of executing the protocol details, such as congestion control, ACK
generation, checksum computation, and round-trip time (RTT) [134], and (ii) TCP-
assisted controlling the wireless NIC [2, 13], where TCP connection stays inactive for
a while, thereby giving an opportunity to put the NIC in a low-power state.
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1.5.5 Programming and Compilation Techniques
The potential for energy reduction through modification of software application and com-
pilation has been studied since the mid 90s [49, 80, 105, 149, 159]. The concept of a set of
base costs of instructions plays a key role in these studies. Tiwari et al. [149] have proposed
a measurement-based instruction-level power analysis technique that makes it feasible to
effectively analyze the energy consumption of software. A number of energy reduction
techniques have been proposed which include: (i) reducing memory access, (ii) energy
cost driven code generation, (iii) instruction re-ordering for low power consumption, and
(iv) instruction packing and dual memory loads.
1.5.6 High-level Energy Management Techniques
A number of techniques have been studied at the application-level to achieve energy ef-
ficiency in hand-held devices. Those are data compression and download scheduling at
the application-level and computation offloading. In the first approach, the decompression
tasks on a client device are appropriately interleaved with downloading activities to max-
imize energy saving [161]. In the computation offloading approaches, some computation-
intensive tasks are transferred from a user device to a server [52, 86, 152, 153, 158].
1.5.7 Integrated Power Management Techniques
Solutions for energy efficiency have been proposed at various computational levels, namely,
cache and external memory access optimization, dynamic voltage scaling, dynamic power
management for disk and network interfaces, efficient compilers, and application/middleware
adaptations. The optimization techniques developed at each level have remained largely
independent of the other abstraction levels, thereby not exploiting the opportunities for
further improvements achievable through cross-level integration. The binding for this set
of techniques is accomplished by system-level energy management approaches [34, 91, 119].
1.6 Problem Descriptions
In this thesis, a number of problems are addressed which share a common objective of
achieving energy efficiency in smartphones. We cover two primary challenges regarding
mobile application development process. The first challenge is to have high-level energy
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cost information so that designers can take advantage of that during the design phase of
energy efficient applications. A finite state machine based energy consumption model is
proposed which is augmented with an existing application development process to achieve
better energy efficiency. The second challenge is to have a consistent energy evaluation
test bench for comparing test results of energy performance, we propose a measurement
test bench that considers the values of different smartphone parameters during a test, and
reduce the number of test configurations significantly.
In addition, we have addressed an upper-level (or, application level) energy manage-
ment technique that enhances the functionality of smartphones by accessing resources on
other devices. We have also investigated an energy efficient communication strategy that
includes a data packet aggregation algorithm based on different burst parameters of smart-
phone Internet traffic. The background, motivation, related literature review, and detailed
descriptions of each problem are presented in Chapter 2 through Chapter 5. These chap-
ters are independent of each other. We provide a brief overview of the problems in the
following paragraphs.
An in-depth understanding of how energy is consumed by an application, i.e., an energy
consumption model, is a prerequisite for designing energy efficient applications. Energy
cost analysis, the breakdown of energy consumption in different states of an application and
in different hardware components such as processor, communication interface, display, and
storage is important in this regard. In fact, analysis of energy performance often leads to
energy-efficient application design. Designers concentrate on energy intensive components
of an application and put effort to gain energy efficiency which results in reduced energy
consumption.
Moreover, knowledge about the impact of design decisions on energy consumption is
very useful at an early design stage as changes made in the final stage of an application
are more expensive [73]; this helps reduce the time and cost of developing energy efficient
applications. Suppose that the energy cost, speed, and compression ratio of a compression
process are known. If the data rate and energy cost of a communication link are known, it
is easy to decide whether or not compression before sending certain data is energy-efficient.
We have addressed these two issues by proposing a finite state machine (FSM) based energy
consumption model for software applications and by introducing the concept of energy cost
profile that is comprised of high level energy cost information.
Additionally, we addressed the problem of resource constraints in smartphones to facili-
tate energy efficient sharing of resources among the smartphones. Smartphones are built to
work alone and they typically cannot access or share each other’s hardware or software re-
sources. In the presence of a resource sharing infrastructure, these devices are able to share
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and access each other’s hardware, software resources, and data. The concept of universal
computation and communication interface (UCCI) is introduced in this regard. As smart-
phones have become the preferred means of communication, and the smartphone traffic
constitutes an increasingly large share of Internet traffic. As such, exploiting the energy
saving potentials for wireless interfaces is highly relevant to smartphones. We propose a
MAC level frame aggregation scheduler algorithm, LEDAS by observing smartphone WiFi
traffic characteristics.
Finally, the problem of designing energy performance testing of smartphones is ad-
dressed. Millions of test configurations exist due to the large number of user controllable
parameters in smartphones. Dealing with such volume of test configurations is quite im-
practical. A concept of user level test case for smartphones is introduced, and a heuristic
based methodology is proposed for reducing the number of test cases for smartphone energy
performance testing.
1.7 Solution Strategies
A brief overview of the solution strategies that address the problems mentioned above is
given in the following. Details are provided in the following chapters.
1. Energy Consumption Model: The behaviors of the hardware components of
smartphone are modeled as finite state machines (FSM), and the states are identified
from the perspective of power consumption instead of their operational details. On
the other hand, an application is viewed as a sequence of high-level activities, inter-
spersed with idle periods. The duration of an activity coupled with the power levels
associated with the corresponding hardware states allows us to calculate the energy
cost of the activities. The work addresses the challenge of estimating energy cost of
an application, and details of this approach can be found in Chapter 2.
2. Energy Cost Profile of Devices: The energy cost profile of a device contains
high level energy cost information for performing application level tasks such as cost
of sending a data packet of different sizes, and cost of writing a data block in the
storage. It also includes the power consumption information for the different states of
hardware components, such as idle, active and sleep states of the device’s processor,
and transmission, and reception states of the communication interfaces. The energy
cost profile can be very useful at an early stage of application design process. This
work addresses the challenge of having an energy-aware application development
process, and details of this strategy can be found in Chapter 2.
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3. Universal Computing and Communication Interface: We introduce the con-
cept of UCCI, a generic model for sharing resources among portable wireless devices.
The UCCI consists of two protocols DCM and FIX that enable any device to com-
municate with another device without having prior knowledge of each other. When
a device finds that it either does not have the functionality, does not have sufficient
resources to execute a task, or that it intends to save energy, the device exports that
task to a nearby server. This work addressed the challenge of application-level energy
management, and details of this technique can be found in Chapter 3.
4. Low Energy Data-packet Aggregation Scheduler: Data packets of the web
browser, YouTube video player, and Skype VoIP caller on smartphones are captured
using a network packet analyzer. The distributions of packet sizes and inter-arrival
times of the packets in uplink and downlink traffic are observed. The packets are then
grouped into bursts based on their inter-arrival time. The distributions of durations,
inter-arrival times of the bursts, and number of packets in each burst are computed to
observe the energy saving potentials. Based on the observations, a MAC level frame
aggregation scheduler is proposed which considers burst formation time, burst size,
and number of packets in a burst. The details of this energy-efficient communication
technique can be found in Chapter 4.
5. Design of Energy Performance Testing: The large number of configurations of a
smartphone is reduced in two steps. In the first step, the user settable parameters of a
smartphone are identified, and categorized into basic, active, and passive parameters.
The active parameters are then divided into two groups based on their impact on
energy consumption. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to address this
problem of having consistent test configuration, and the details can be found in
Chapter 5.
1.8 Validation Methodology
The proposed solutions were validated by conducting experiments on a real energy mea-
surement test bench. A number of state-of-the-art smartphones, namely, BlackBerry 9700,
Google G1, Nexus One, Nokia E71, and HTC HD2 have been used in the experiments.
Full details of the setup are given prior to the discussion of results for each solution. An
experiment is repeated at least three times, and each time 30− 45 readings of power con-
sumption are recorded. After obtaining the sets of readings, graphs are plotted to observe
any discrepancy or abnormality; mean and standard deviation are then computed to check
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the consistency of the data. 3G link related experiments are conducted at different times
of day to observed any variations in readings. The variations in data were noted with
the corresponding results. The experiments were conducted by multiple persons (research
assistants) to check against individual mistakes.
Solution Specific Validation Approaches
1. Energy Consumption Modeling: In the absence of smartphones, initially, the
experiments were conducted on laptops. The obtained results were published in [116].
Later on we conducted experiment on Google G1 and Nexus One to validate our
models.
2. Capability and Functionality Enhancement: Two prototypes were developed
on BlackBerry 9700 and Nexus One smartphones to realize the concept of universal
computing and communication interface (UCCI). We have shown the efficacy of the
model by awaking a laptop, transferring task, and putting the laptop into sleep state
after completing the task.
3. Anatomy of Smartphone WiFi Traffic: We used Google Nexus One, iPhone
3Gs, and BlackBerry 9700 to observe the WiFi traffic. To evaluate the performance
of our proposed packet aggregation scheduler, LEDAS, we derived closed form for-
mula through analysis, and conduct both simulation and experiments to evaluate the
performance.
4. Design of Energy Performance Testing: In evaluating energy performances of
network related applications (NRA), we used four different smartphones of Android,
BlackBerry, Nokia, and Windows Moblie operating systems to show the energy per-
formance for running network related applications.
1.9 Robustness of Solution Strategies
The robustness of our proposed ideas are explained by identifying their strength in the
following areas.
1. As long as the hardware components of a device can be modeled as finite state
machine based on their power consuming states, our proposed energy consumption
model can be applicable to that device. Our model is also easily applicable to tablets
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and other small systems such as PDAs. The proposed model is also extensible, as
new hardware components can be added to the model by identifying their power
consuming states.
2. The proposed UCCI concept is independent of the implementation process. In the
prototype implementation, Bluetooth link was used for WPAN communication. Any
other links such as NFC or ad hoc WiFi link can be used to communicate locally
instead of Bluetooth link. Even infrastructure WLAN can be used when available.
In fact, we have shown that infrastructure WLAN link is more energy saving.
3. The proposed data-packet aggregation scheduler is compatible with any MAC pro-
tocol as long as they support frame aggregation.
4. In our design of energy performance testing, there is a provision for checking depen-
dency of power consumption on other hardware components. This helps to address
issues where several hardware components are fabricated on the same chip.
1.10 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis, we focus on designing energy efficient smartphone applications. We explored
issues that impact the energy consumption of smartphones, and introduce a formal model
to better understand the energy consumption behavior of applications. The information
gathered in the energy cost estimation process is utilized to build energy cost profile of
devices that help design energy efficient applications. A summary of contributions in this
thesis is given in the following.
• A finite state machine (FSM) based formal model is proposed to estimate the energy
cost of mobile applications. We discuss the challenges involved in extracting model
parameters, and propose a practical approach to estimate energy consumption of
mobile applications. The concept of energy cost profile of handheld devices is intro-
duced, which facilitates energy-efficient design of applications in the early stage of
application development.
• The concept of UCCI, a generic model for sharing resources among portable wireless
devices is presented. Two prototypes have been developed on Android and Black-
Berry smartphones namely, HTC Nexus One and BlackBerry 9700 to demonstrate
the efficacy of the model. We explain how and in what situations resource sharing
can be effective, and save energy with less delay.
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• A test bench is described to capture and analyze the wireless access traffic generated
by smartphone applications. Based on the above observations, we have identified
opportunities to design new energy saving techniques specifically tuned for smart-
phones.
• The concept of user level test cases has been introduced to evaluate the energy cost of
running applications on smartphones. A test selection technique is applied to a class
of Network Related Applications, and the detailed design and implementation of a
test bench is described to execute those test cases. This work provides a framework
for researchers and developers to conduct experiments for evaluating the energy cost
of applications on smartphones. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first
to address energy performance testing of mobile applications.
1.11 Organization of this Thesis
The solution strategies discussed in Section 1.7 are described in Chapter 2 through Chap-
ter 5. The conclusions, summary and potential extension to the proposed work are given
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In this chapter, we present a finite state machine based model to estimate the energy
cost of applications running on a portable handheld device. We introduce a concept of
energy cost profile that comprises the high level energy cost information as well as the
power consumption of different states of hardware components of a device. The high level
energy cost information can be used by application developers to consider the impacts of
design decisions on energy cost at an early stage of software design. We propose to plug
in the energy cost profile into the existing device emulators to estimate energy cost of an
application. By means of extensive experiments we show the impacts of packet sizes at
the transport layer of communication, block sizes to read/write data involving micro-disk,
and block sizes for data encryption and decryption on energy performance of application
software.
2.1 Problem Description
This section has been organized in terms of four subsections: (i) motivation; (ii) proposed
framework; and (iii) contributions. We summarize the organization of this chapter at the
end of this section.
2.1.1 Motivation
To the developers and researchers, energy-efficiency means to enhance the capability and
functionality of the devices so that they can run applications longer with the same amount
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of energy. Energy cost analysis, the breakdown of energy consumption in different states
of an application and in different hardware components such as processor, communication
interface, display, and storage is important to them. In fact, analysis of energy performance
leads to energy-efficient application design. Designers concentrate on energy intensive
components of an application and put effort to gain energy efficiency which results in
reduced energy consumption.
Analysis of the complexity of a software application can be mapped to the energy cost
using power consumption models of different hardware components such as processor, mem-
ory, display, and storage [70]. However, this approach becomes intractable for modeling
event-driven, interactive applications with different system level complexities such as mem-
ory hierarchy, input-output buffering, and many peripheral components of smartphones.
This strategy is not easy to automate and is not practiced much.
Energy profiling of applications by means of physical measurements is limited to the
entire chip due to chip integration, architecture and packaging [49, 66]. The final chip
may not be available during software design and implementation phases. For a developer,
it is not practicable to perform measurements for all applications on all devices to give the
energy performance results.
The simulation-based power profiling techniques mainly focus on embedded systems
with dedicated applications, and these are available only for the lower levels of hardware
design, at the circuit level and to a limited extent at the logic level [132, 82, 83]. These
tools are very slow and it is impractical to evaluate the power consumption of smartphone
software because the application power consumption would only be known at the very last
stage of the design process. The emulation based approaches speed up the power estimation
process, but they need prototyping platform such as an FPGA-board and software tools
to get an estimate of energy consumption and profile information [51, 56, 30].
This work focuses on how the application developers can weigh the implications of their
application design decisions on power consumption. We use a concept of energy cost profiles
of devices, and propose a measurement and software emulation based energy performance
evaluation framework.
2.1.2 Framework
We, at first, formulate an analytical model for estimating energy consumption of a software
application. The behaviors of the hardware components of a mobile device are modeled as
finite-state machines (FSM). The states have been identified from the perspective of power
consumption instead of their operational details. An application is viewed as a sequence of
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high-level activities, interspersed with idle periods. Intuitively, the duration of an activity
coupled with the power levels associated with the corresponding hardware states allows
us to calculate the energy cost of the activities. In order to estimate the energy cost of
an application, we need to map the theoretical model into a practical framework so that
we are able to measure the energy performance. Our proposed framework comprises the
following elements.
Energy Cost Profile of a Device: The energy cost profile of a device contains high level
energy cost information for performing application level tasks such as cost of sending
a data packet of different sizes, and cost of writing a data block in the storage. It also
includes the power consumption of the different states of the hardware components
such as idle, active and sleep states of the device’s processor, and transmission,
and reception states of the communication interfaces. This information is crucial to
making application design decisions.
Software Device Emulator: The second component, software emulator of a device, is
available to the developers from all major smartphone platforms, namely, Android,
iPhone, and BlackBerry. When an application is executed on an emulator, accurate
information about how an application uses the different hardware components can
be obtained by running the application. For example, the Nokia Energy Profiler
enables measurement of power used by an S60 device and provides details of some
key power-consuming activities, such as CPU, mobile-network, and IP-traffic activ-
ity [110]. Therefore, if we plug-in the energy cost information, such as costs for CPU,
send/receive data packets in the emulator, the cost for executing an application can
be easily estimated.
The advantage of our approach is twofold: (i) we reuse existing infrastructure i.e., the
software emulator of the devices. Hence we do not need any extra simulator, or hardware
modules. As the device emulator behaves like an actual device, we get most accurate
information about the application behavior. Getting application behavior is very crucial
as applications are event driven, interactive, and becoming increasingly complex. (ii) Since
the power consumption in different hardware states remain largely constant, we need to
measure the hardware state-power cost once, and that can be done by the experts.
We describe how to integrate the energy estimation framework in the development
cycle of mobile applications in Fig. 2.1. Designers refer to the energy cost profile of a
target device during the design phase, make high-level energy-performance trade-offs, and
implement an initial version of a target application. The energy cost of the initial version of
the application is obtained by running it on the device emulator with the energy-cost profile
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of the target device. In fact, energy evaluation can be carried out along with functionality
testing. After analyzing the energy costs in different hardware components as well as
different states of an application, adjustments are made in the design to achieve better
energy efficiency, if necessary. This process is iterated until the target energy performance
level is achieved.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic diagram of our proposed energy estimation framework.
Knowledge about the impact of the design decisions on energy consumption is very
useful at an early design stage as changes made in the final stage of an application are more
expensive [73]. Our proposed energy cost profile of a device becomes available at an early
design stage, and it provides high-level energy cost information to application designers.
Thus it helps reducing the time and cost of developing energy efficient applications. Here,
we give a few examples below where design decisions need to be made based on energy
cost information.
• Compressing data before transmission results in saving energy in some scenarios;
• Accuracy of location information can be compromised with less frequent access of
the global positioning system (GPS);
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• Offloading a computation intensive task to cloud or a nearby surrogate server costs
less energy in some scenarios;
• Additional energy is required for using the secure file transfer protocol (SFTP) to
satisfy a security requirement instead of FTP.
In the above mentioned scenarios, the designers need high level energy cost information to
make decisions for energy efficiency. Suppose that the energy cost, speed, and compression
ratio of a compression process are known. If the data rate and energy cost of a commu-
nication link are known, it is easy to decide whether or not compression before sending is
energy-efficient. Our proposed energy cost profile contains those information to make de-
sign decisions for energy efficiency. We provide examples of energy cost profile parameters
of a smartphone using a energy performance measurement testbed in Section 2.5.
2.1.3 Contributions
We summarize the contributions of this work in the following.
• We discuss the issues related to energy performance evaluation of mobile applications
and present a finite-state machine (FSM) based formal model to estimate the energy
cost of mobile applications (Section 2.3).
• An energy estimation framework is proposed to extract the values of the model
parameters. We show how to relate them with FSM based energy consumption
model (Section 2.4).
• The concept of energy cost profile of handheld devices is introduced, which facilitates
energy-efficient design of applications in the early stage of application development
(Section 2.5).
• We have conducted on-device experiments to validate our proposed framework and
discuss the results (Section 2.5.3).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the related work in Sec-
tion 2.2 which is followed by the description of FSM based energy consumption model.
Section 2.4 explains how to get parameters of the model (Block–F of Fig. 2.1). In Sec-
tion 2.5, we describe energy cost profile (Block–A of Fig. 2.1), experimental setup for energy
cost profile of HTC Nexus One smartphone. Results from the experiment are discussed in
the same section. We conclude this chapter in Section 2.6.
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2.2 Related Work
The key concepts of software strategies for energy management and system level power-
aware design techniques have been described in [91, 150]. Lorch and Smith [91] discussed
how energy management can be done at different levels of a system, and how the energy
management strategies can be evaluated. Unsal and Koren [150] defined the terminolo-
gies related to energy-aware techniques. A comprehensive survey of software based energy
saving techniques for handheld devices has been done by Naik [104]. Kansal and Zhao
[74] discussed the research challenges in application layer energy optimization, and demon-
strated how energy-profiling helps a developer choose between alternative designs in the
energy performance trade-off space.
Many energy estimation models and related energy efficient solutions have been pro-
posed in the literature at different abstraction levels such as circuit level, code level, and
system level. In this section, we mainly discuss system level techniques and tools. In
system level, a system is decomposed into a set of components such as display, memory,
and CPU, and each component is modeled individually with its own power level. We also
include few papers on simulation and emulation based energy estimation for completeness.
2.2.1 Simulation and Emulation Based Estimation Tools
There are a number of simulation based energy estimation techniques that use different
levels of abstraction of the hardware such as circuit, gate, register transfer, architecture
level. The level of details influences the accuracy and speed of the simulators [14, 102,
64]. The instruction level power consumption models measure power consumption of each
instruction while executed in a loop [149, 132, 82]. Celebican et al. [18] proposed a cycle
accurate energy simulator for peripheral devices. The simulation based power estimation
tools focus on dedicated system-on-chip embedded systems where accuracy of estimation is
important. However, these techniques require long simulation times due to their inherent
nature, and thus they are impractical for complex applications and systems like smartphone
platforms.
Authors of [51, 56, 30] proposed the idea of power emulation using hardware acceleration
to speedup computation as compared to simulation based approaches. Hardware proto-
typing platforms such as FPGA-boards are used to estimate power consumption along
with functional characteristics in real time. These approaches drastically accelerate the
development process. However, significant challenges are there due to increased hardware
complexity of devices such as smartphones.
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2.2.2 Measurement Based Estimation Tools
Flinn et al. [49] described a tool called PowerScope for profiling energy usage of an ap-
plication. It continuously samples the power for profiling application energy usage. An
external hardware multimeter with an in-built clock is used to sample the monitored de-
vice. At each sampling time, the CPU status of the monitored computer is noted. This
status consists of the current value of the Program Counter, the Process ID (PID) and the
interrupt handling details. At the same time, the multimeter records the instantaneous
current, and voltage values. Later, during a energy profiling post-process stage, the CPU
values are associated with the multimeter readings for each sampled interval in order to
reconstruct the power consumption details of the monitored computer.
Banerjee et al. [9] presented a tool called PowerSpy, which tracks and reports the battery
energy consumed by the different threads of a monitored application, the operating system
(OS), and other applications in a multi-threaded environment along with I/O devices.
Initially, PowerSpy keeps track of an application’s CPU times, I/O activities and energy
consumption. Then, the energy consumption by other applications are filtered to get the
energy consumption by that particular application.
Since the energy sampling in hardware method is done independent of the system being
monitored, the sampling frequency can be very high and is independent of any OS activity.
The instantaneous power values are also more accurate than the software counterparts.
The software approach is limited by the sampling rate at which the OS gets updates from
the actual battery, and suffers from the drawback that at very high sampling rates, the
battery device may not be able to report the changes accurately.
Haid et al. [57] proposed a co-processor for run-time energy estimation in system-on-
chip (SoC) designs. The performance overhead of this profiling technique is low as the
estimation is done through hardware and fully parallel to the functional units on the SoC.
With the presence of a such a co-processor, the energy cost of individual applications can
easily be measured and profiled. This co-processor can be activated only during energy
cost profiling to save energy consumed by the co-processor itself.
Zhang et al. [173] described a tool called PowerBooter for automatic power model
construction on smartphones. It uses built-in battery voltage sensors and knowledge of
battery discharge behavior to monitor power consumption. It controls the states of the
hardware components to get the breakdown of energy consumption. The authors used
another tool called PowerTutor that uses the power model generated by PowerBooter
for online power estimation. PowerBooter makes the power models for new smartphone
variants, and the PowerTutor facilitates designing and selection of power efficient software
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for embedded systems. Dong and Zhong [41] proposed a high-rate automated energy model
called Sesame. Sesame also uses smart battery interface of smartphones instead of external
circuitry, and it includes a set of techniques to overcome the limitations of batteries for
energy modeling up to 100 Hz speed.
2.2.3 Studies of Energy Consumption Behaviors
Ferreira et al. [47] collected 7 million battery usage information points from 4000 par-
ticipating devices across the world. They analyzed charging activity, energy level, device
type, temperature, voltage and uptime of batteries to assess how users charge their smart-
phones, and the implication of charging on battery life and energy usage. The author
argued that such study helps identifying design opportunities for reducing energy cost,
and also predicting when energy intensive applications should be scheduled.
Carroll and Heiser [17] stressed the need for a good understanding of where and how
the energy is used. They presented a detailed measurement analysis of over all energy
consumption of a smartphone along with a breakdown of power distribution to CPU,
memory, display, graphics hardware, audio, storage, and networking interfaces. Though
they did not use latest generation smartphone in their main experiment, it still provides
a good understanding of the energy consumption of the handheld devices. Specially the
energy consumption breakdown can help make high-level design decisions.
Wang and Manner [154] examined the energy costs for sending and receiving per bit of
user data over Edge, 3G and WiFi. The energy consumption characteristics they provide
help application designers in choosing communication interfaces for longevity of battery
life. Qian et al. [121] implemented a tool called Application Resource Analyzer (ARO)
to analyze the radio resource usage for smartphone applications. The ARO comprises two
components: the data collector and the analyzers. The data collector captures data for
radio interface usage, user activity, and application performance. The collected data are
fed into the analyzers for offline analysis.
2.2.4 Energy Efficient Techniques
Balasubramanian et al. [8] studied the energy consumption patterns of 3G, GSM and
WiFi technologies. They found that 3G and GSM incur a high tail energy overhead after
each episode of data transfer. Based on their observation, they developed a protocol called
TailEnder which reduces energy consumption of mobile applications. TailEnder basically
fetches more data in advance, and improves user-specific response times with less energy.
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Based on the same observation, authors of [88] developed a scheme called TailTheft which
employ a Dual Queue Scheduling algorithm to prefetch and delay data transfer. Dogar et
al. [40] proposed a technique called Catnap that keeps the WiFi interface in the sleep
state even during data transfer.
Shye et al. [141] collected traces of user activities on a smartphone and used the
information to characterize power consumption. They observed that energy consumption
widely varies user to user, and the display and the CPU are the two largest power consuming
components on smartphones. To reduce the energy consumption between two interactions
of a user, the authors implemented a scheme that slowly reduces the screen brightness
over time. Their optimization techniques save 10.6% of total system energy savings with
a minimal impact on user satisfaction.
At the code level, Naik and Wei [105] studied how the designs of algorithms and im-
plementations affect energy utilization. They observed that different instructions consume
different amount of energy, and proposed three energy saving strategies: assigning live
variables to registers, avoiding repetitive address computations, and minimizing memory
accesses. Jain et al. [70] extended the work of Naik et al. [105] to identify some important
factors and their impact on energy cost. These factors include CPU operations, memory
access, I/O, and switching complexity. By distinguishing the importance of these factors
on energy consumption, algorithms can be designed to achieve energy efficiency. How-
ever, the proposed model at the code level did not address I/O components including a
communication subsystem involved in web-based applications.
2.2.5 Energy Efficient Systems
Rumble et al. [130] proposed an OS called Cinder that is developed on top of HiStar
OS. Cinder consists of capacitors, and they are instruments for tracking and enforcing
energy usage in a system. The task profiles of Cinder keep the statistics of application
energy consumption, and let the users to express energy policies for applications in terms
of minutes or hours based on previous application behavior. Thus the capacitors apply
energy policies generated by task profiles according to the intent of the user of a device.
Zeng et al. [170, 171] coined the term first class OS resource for energy, and proposed
currentcy model to generate energy policy and enforce in a system.
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2.3 Energy Consumption Model
In this section, we present a formal energy consumption model. In the next section, we
present a practical approach to extract the model parameters for estimating the energy
consumption of an application.
Smartphones comprise software applications, an operating system (OS) and hardware
components. Users interact with the applications through input/output components such
as keypad, display and touch screen. Communication interfaces such as cellular, WiFi,
and Bluetooth connect them with other devices. For all activities, the applications utilize
the hardware components which are controlled and managed by the OS. Hardware com-
ponents ultimately consume energy supplied by the battery. A simplified diagram is given
in Fig. 2.2 to show the energy consumption relationship of the components of a device.
However, different applications require the participation of hardware components in dif-
ferent proportions, and thus, the energy consumed by the applications varies. If we know
the energy cost of using the hardware components and the usage patterns of the different















































Figure 2.2: Components between application layer and battery on a portable device.
A hardware component stays in different power states based on their functionalities.
Hardware components with energy saving features can stay in low power states temporarily
when they are not needed. Therefore, we need to know the details of the states and state-
switching behavior of the components. For this, we can use a Finite State Machine (FSM)
notation as it is widely used to describe the dynamic behavior of hardware components
[28, 59].
We define a general FSM as FSM = (Σ, S,Λ, ∂), where Σ is an input alphabet (control
messages of hardware components), S is a set of states, Λ is a state transition functions
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Λ : S×Σ → S, and ∂ is a power function. The power function ∂ : S → < returns a real
valued power level consumed in a state. Here, we assume constant power consumption, i.e.,
when a hardware component remains in a state for a certain length of time, the component
draws constant amount of power. In this case, if the supply voltage of a device remains
constant, the consumed power is directly proportional to current. We use the idea of state
residence time to denote a period of time in which a hardware component remains in a
particular state. Under the constant power assumption, given the current level l of a state
and the state residence time ∆t, the energy consumption of a component is v×l×∆t, where
v is the supply voltage. Let FSMi = (Σi, Si,Λi, ∂i) denote an instance of the general FSM
for a hardware component i. At the abstract level, this component has ni number of states
with each state satisfying the constant power assumption. Let Si = {si,1, si,2, · · · , si,ni}
denote the state set containing these states.
Based on the preceding discussion, we describe the power consumption states of different
hardware components of a device. Figure 2.3 illustrates the power consumption states of
processor, communication interface and storage. Generally, the computation component is
referred to as the processor integrated with input/output element controllers. We assume
that only the processor in the computation component has a power-saving feature and
operates in three modes: active, idle, and sleep (Fig. 2.3(a)). In the active state, a processor
becomes busy executing instructions and consumes its highest power. In the idle state,
the processor does not execute any instruction, but remains ready to execute. Processor
utilization is almost zero in the idle mode. In the sleep mode, most of the circuitries in a
processor are turned off, whereas the timer and the wake-up circuitry remain enabled.
An FSM model for the communication interface is given in Fig. 2.3(b). Typically,
a transceiver has four states (operating modes) with each state satisfying the constant
power assumption [59]; in order of decreasing power levels, the states are transmission
(Tx), reception (Rx), idle, and sleep. As shown in Fig. 2.3(c), the number of states of a
storage component, e.g., internal storage or external SD card storage is also four: Write,
Read, Idle and Sleep.
Power consumption in a state of some components varies depending upon some pa-
rameters. For example, power consumption in active state of display varies based on its
brightness level. Similarly, the power consumption of memory are different in Write and
Read states based on the level of memory hierarchy at which it performs an operation.
The FSM models of display and memory are given in Fig. 2.4, where h is the number of
memory hierarchy levels. In fact, some processors have multiple operational modes with















(c) Power states of a storage component.
Figure 2.3: FSM models for processor, communication interface and storage.
Figure 2.5 shows the power consumption of a HTC Nexus One device in different states.
It consumes 35 milliwatts (mW) of power in stand-by mode when display is off. The device
consumes 453 mW of power when it is ready to execute user applications with display on;
we call it idle mode. To observe the processor’s power consumption, we compute the
exponents of pairs of random real numbers to fully load the processor. Then, the power
consumption of the system becomes 1057 mW. To check the power consumption of writing
to and reading from storage, we write and read data blocks of 1 kilobyte. The corresponding
amounts of power consumption are 801 and 719 mW. Thus, after we subtract the idle costs,
processor, storage write, and storage read costs become 954, 348, 266 mW, respectively.
While the experiment was conducted, every time we fully engaged a specific component
for a while, and observed constant power consumption. However, when an application
runs on a device, it utilizes one or more components at a time according to its needs
and the power consumption pattern varies over time. Thus the instantaneous current
consumption changes randomly as shown is Fig. 2.6. In order to get energy consumption
of an application, average current consumption is computed over certain period. In Fig. 2.6,
the average current consumption is 254.7 milli-ampere in 40-second time. Since the power















(b) Power states for memory.







































Figure 2.5: Power consumption in different states of HTC Nexus One.
Having the above practical examples, we now formulate the expression for energy con-
sumption on a device. Suppose that there are n number of hardware components in a
portable device. Each of the components has a fixed number of predefined states, ni. Now
state si,j means the jth state of component i, where 1 ≤ j ≤ ni. Suppose that component i
switches to state j, ni,j number of times in a given time period T and it stays δti,j,k amount
of time each time it enters si,j, where 1 ≤ k ≤ ni,j. From the above model definition and
description, we can now derive the formula of energy consumption E(T ) by the device in
time period T . As shown in Eq. 2.2, ∆ti,j is the total amount of time that component i




































Figure 2.6: Instantaneous current consumption profile of a device.






















The energy estimation given in Eq. 2.3 does not include the cost of switching states of
the hardware components. As expressed in Eq. 2.1, ∆ti,j is a sum of ni,j state residence
times. For example, a processor routinely switches from idle to active, active to idle and so
on while an application is executed. The residence times in these states varies depending
on the attributes of applications and the scheduling algorithm followed by the OS. The
energy required to switch from one state to another state is very small in comparison to
the energy spent in different states of a component. The energy of switching states can be
expressed as a summation of products of number of state switching and energy required
for each switching. In Eq. 2.4, ε(T ) indicates the total energy spent in switching states in
time T , where, εi,j is the required energy for switching into state j from any other state of
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According to Eq. 2.3, we can compute the total energy consumption, once we know
the power consumption of each state of the components and the state residence times
of those states. From an application point of view, when we want to estimate the energy
consumption, we need to know the states and residence time of each state of all components
used by that particular application. However, the OS schedules different applications to
access different components of a device. Since there are a number of applications and
the OS running simultaneously on a device, the particular time when an application gets
access to a component or how long it continues to access the component cannot be known
a priori. Moreover, the length of time that an application uses a component at a time can
be very small, which can be even in microsecond range.
For some components such as a processor, the usage information can be extracted
easily for the peripheral components, such as communication interface, it is difficult to
get the timing and get the residence time of each state indicated in the model. However,
the energy consumption for performing activities such as sending or receiving data can be
measured for those components. Therefore, the energy cost can be calculated by taking
products of power consumption and residence times of states for some components; for
some other components, the energy costs can be calculated by activities performed in
those components. We rewrite Eq. 2.3 in the form of Eq. 2.5 to incorporate the two
approaches for estimating energy. The n components are divided into two sets of m and
n −m components. For the first set, the energy cost is estimated using Eq. 2.3, and for
the second set of components (m+ 1 to n), energy costs are estimated based on activities.
Suppose that an activity l performed on component i is denoted by ai,l, and ξ(ai,l) expresses
the energy cost of performing activity ai,l. Now, Eq. 2.3 takes the form of Eq. 2.5.











The terms given in Eq. 2.5 are easily computed in device emulator environments, which
we discuss in the next section.
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2.4 Getting Model Parameters
For some components, the power consumption in all the states, and state residence times
are needed according to Eq. 2.5. For the rest of the components, energy consumption based
on activities performed are required to estimate the energy consumption of an application.
The authors of [49, 9] implemented separate tools for computing these values. They used
system level primitives to capture the state residence times on a device, and used hardware
and software tools, respectively, to measure the consumed power. However, we propose to
use a device emulator for state residence time and use of hardware tools to measure the
power consumption of the hardware states. The advantages of using those tools are as
follows:
• Device emulators are available to application developers from the OS vendors. Black-
Berry has emulators for all of their devices. In the Android emulator, settings such
as RAM size, OS version, and storage size can be customized to have desired device
settings. Therefore, application developers do not need to buy actual devices to test
their applications. In the Android emulator, the profile information is available, and
most importantly, the system calls can be made on emulator by loading appropriate
applications. To our understanding, a device emulator can be used to get the state
residence time easily, with less effort and costs.
• As Banerjee et al. [9] also mentioned, software tools for measuring a system’s power
consumption or loss of battery energy have many drawbacks. It is limited by the
sampling rate at which the OS gets updates from the battery. Moreover, the battery
circuitry may not be able to report its SoC (State of charge) state accurately at
high sampling rates. Thus the results obtained from software tools are dependent
on the particular device and its battery. The hardware approach is costly and the
developers require expertise to handle the equipments. Most importantly, the power
consumption in different states of components are fixed, so, there is no need to
measure them every time, which is a loss of time and effort, whereas these values can
be measured once and supplied by the manufacturers.
A schematic diagram of the estimation process is given in Fig. 2.7, the hardware con-
figuration and energy cost profile of a target device x are fed into a device emulator. When
target application y is run on the emulator, the usage profile on the device x is evaluated.
Usage profile contains the usage information of the hardware components by the appli-
cation. Processor utilization and number and size of data packets sent/received by the
application in a given time duration are example parameters of usage profile. The total
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energy cost as well as the costs in different hardware components can be calculated by
applying Eq. 2.5. Another energy cost is computed without running application y and the
difference of costs is the energy cost of running the target application y on device x.




Usage profile of ‘y’ and 
energy profile of ‘x’
Application
‘y’
Energy cost of ‘y’ on
‘x’ and its breakdown
Emulator of device
‘x’ with cost profile
Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of energy estimation process using device emulator.
Figure 2.8 illustrates the user interfaces of the proposed emulator. A hardware con-
figuration is chosen from the available options and the emulator is launched to execute a
target application (2.8(a)). The emulator gives the values of state residence times such
as the utilization of the processor which is a percentage of processor usage, storage read
and write parameters, and parameters for communication interfaces. To get the amount
of energy spent by the application, we need to plug-in the power consumption profile of
the hardware states [42, 61]. As shown in Fig. 2.8(b), a developer can observe the changes
in energy consumption by the applications by adjusting the values of power consumption.
The details of how to get costs using energy cost profile is described in the next section.
2.5 Energy Cost Profile of a Device
In this section, we discuss the concept of energy cost profile in detail, and describe the
experimental setup for evaluating the energy cost profile. In the experiments, we measure
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(a) For choosing components of a device.












(b) For choosing power-state information of a device.
Figure 2.8: User-interfaces of a device emulator.
the parameters such as processing cost, data encryption cost, read/write costs of HTC
Nexus One smartphone and explain the outcomes of the experiments. An example is given
to show the importance of energy cost profile at the end of this section.
2.5.1 Profile Parameters
Applications get access to the hardware components via middleware, OS, and communi-
cation protocols, as depicted in Fig. 2.9. A software developer needs to choose the values
of parameters such as buffer size, packet size, or block sizes during the implementation
phase. However, the relationships between such application level parameters and energy
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costs are not always intuitive or linear [114]. Consequently, these values should be cho-
sen carefully in order to develop energy efficient applications. The concept of energy cost
profile helps during design and analysis phases by providing suitable range and energy
consumption trends of such parameters. In the energy estimation phase, the cost profile
helps the estimation process by providing power consumption data in different states of
hardware components, such as the power consumption in the active state of a processor,
idle state of a communication component. It also provides energy costs of high level tasks,
such as for sending a data packet or compressing a file.






















































Figure 2.9: Interactions of applications with operating system.
Suppose that an application needs to transfer s bytes of data from a smartphone to
an Internet server. The skeleton of the program is given in Program 2.5.1. A software
developer of this application needs to make some high level design decisions such as which
communication link or security protocol to use for transferring data. A comparison of
energy costs helps to make these high level decisions. In addition, the energy consumption
can further be optimized by choosing appropriate values of parameters of a selected high
level component. For example, WiFi communication link is selected to transfer data, and
by choosing suitable packet sizes, the energy consumption can be further reduced. As we
observe in Program 2.5.1, the cost of computation is also affected by the read/write or
packet size parameters due to the number of calls needs to make from the application.
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Algorithm 2.5.1: Data Transfer()
s← size of data
x← buffer size for reading from storage
y ← block size for encryption
z ← packet size for sending data
· · ·







To estimate the energy cost of the given application, the costs of performing tasks
involved with the application are required. We provide a sample list of very common
parameters in the following.
• energy costs of reading and writing in the storage;
• energy costs of data encryption and decryption;
• power consumption when a processor is active;
• energy required to send and receive a data packet using different communication
interface;
• energy costs of display with different brightness levels;
The costs of operating other components such as global positioning system (GPS) and
built-in camera are important for designing applications involving them. We conducted
experiments to get some of the costs on HTC Nexus One smartphone. Before discussing
the results, we describe the experimental setup in the following.
2.5.2 Experimental Setup
We use a test bench to facilitate experimentation of smartphones to evaluate parameters of
energy cost profile. As shown in Fig. 2.10, the setup includes (i) smartphone(s); (ii) power
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supply with a high precision current measurement unit; (iii) a desktop or laptop computer
to control and monitor the power supply unit; (iv) a wireless Access Point (AP); (v) a web
















Figure 2.10: Experiment setup of test bench.
The power supply is initialized with the battery ratings of the smartphone through a
controller program installed on a laptop computer. The smartphone is turned on and a
test configuration is selected before conducting experiment [113]. The consumed current is
measured by a monitor program installed in the same computer with and without running
the test application. We used Keithley 2304A, a high speed power supply with accuracy
in measuring current of ±(0.2% + 400µA).
We take three sets of readings without running a target application and take another
three sets of readings by running the target application. Then we check the individual
set of readings whether or not the readings have similar trend and do not contain much
fluctuations. Finally, we calculate the average from each set of readings, and take the
difference to get the average power consumption by the application. The energy cost is
computed by taking products of power consumption and application execution time.
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2.5.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we discuss the results of the following energy cost parameters performed
on HTC Nexus One smartphone.
• Power consumption of processor in active state;
• Power consumption and processing rate of DES (Data Encryption Standard) algo-
rithm;
• Power consumption for read and write with the sdcard (Secure Digital Card);
• Comparison of energy costs for using 3G, WiFi and Bluetooth communication links.
We have used three standard CPU benchmarking programs to fully load the processor,
and measured the power consumption of HTC Nexus One device. These programs do
not use storage, and communication. The power consumption of the device are measured
twice: when a program is executed and when that program is not executed. The difference
of the averages of two sets of readings gives the cost of executing the program. As shown
in Fig. 2.11, the device draws almost same power for all three benchmark programs. This
energy cost information along with processor utilization (e.g., 50% CPU utilization in 50
seconds means processor is fully active for 25 seconds) helps the application designers to






























Figure 2.11: Power consumption for computation.
As we mentioned in the beginning of this section, the energy costs of security measures
cannot be known until the end of the implementation phase. However, the processing
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speed and corresponding energy cost for different block sizes help the designers to build
energy efficient design. Fig. 2.12 shows the power cost information for the encryption and
































































(b) Obtained data rate for encryp-
tion/decryption.
Figure 2.12: Power consumption and data rates for encrypting and decrypting data.
Power consumption for reading and writing to storage media (specifically in sdcard) is
given in Fig. 2.13. Data blocks of different sizes with random content were written to and
read from the storage to measure the writing and reading speeds and power consumption.
We observe that larger block sizes consume less power for the same reading or writing
speed; however, applications will need more memory. The difference in power consumption
is almost 100 mW between block sizes of 256 and 512 bytes. The designers need to make


































Read/Write Block Size (bytes)
Read (8.5MB/Sec)
Write (3.65MB/Sec)
Figure 2.13: Power consumption for reading and writing data in the external storage.
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The same trends were observed in case of communication components. For a fixed
data rate, smaller data packets incur more protocol overheads, and consequently consume
more power. Data packets of size around maximum transmission unit (MTU) are most
economic. A detail study of the impact of size of packets can be found in [114]. In the
presence of moderate bit-error-rate (BER), benefit of larger packet size can be offset by
re-transmissions. We observe the power consumption by sending UDP data packets from
the device to a laptop computer. The delays between two consecutive packets are varied
to maintain fixed data rates. For example, the delay between two 256-byte packets is 2
milliseconds for 1 megabytes per second (mbps) data rate, and it is 32 milliseconds for
two 2048-byte packets at 512 kilobytes per second (kbps) data rate. Figure 2.14 shows the
power consumption. We observe that the difference in power consumption is about 40 mW
for 256 and 1280-byte packets, and double data rate is obtained at the expense of only 20
mW. The differences in power consumption becomes significant when such an application
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1024 kbps 512 kbps
Figure 2.14: Power consumption for transmitting UDP data packets via WiFi.
We also conducted several experiments to compare the energy costs of downloading
and uploading a file via 3G, WiFi, and Bluetooth links. The results shown in Fig. 2.15
appear to be counter-intuitive as downloading a file consumes more energy than uploading
a file via 3G and WiFi links. This is due to the slow speed and power consumption for the
decryption process involved with SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol) process.
This high-level energy cost information for all components of a device help the designers
to get insights into how the energy costs vary with different application level parameters,
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Figure 2.15: Energy consumption for transferring 1 megabyte of data.
2.5.4 An Example
In this section, we demonstrate the importance of energy cost profile at design time with an
example. We developed an application to read data from external storage (i.e., SD card)
of HTC Nexus One smartphone, and send the data after encryption with 56-bit DES (Data
Encryption Standard) to a server located on the Internet. This application involves reading
from storage, processing and data transmissions. To observe the energy consumption
we considered block sizes of 256, 512, 1024, and 2048 bytes for reading, encryption and
sending the data. We use 2, 4, 8, and 16 milliseconds intervals, respectively, between two
consecutive data packets to achieve constant data rates. Later on, the interval between two
consecutive packets is also kept fixed at 2 millisecond, which yield proportionately higher
data rates for larger data packets. The data packets are sent via the WiFi link.
Figure 2.16 shows the measured energy consumed by the application for fixed and
variable data rates. For fixed data rate, we see that 256-byte block transmission consumed
36% more energy than the 1024-byte block transmission. For variable data rate, 256-
byte block transmission consumed 162% more energy than the 1024-byte blocks. Further
increment in the block sizes requires more memory allocation without significant saving of
energy.
We looked at the instantaneous power consumption to explain the energy consumption
behavior while the application was executed. In case of fixed data rate transmission, larger
packet sizes yield fewer packets transmitted over the same time. Since the number of
packets are less, power consumption reduce for larger packet sizes. The phenomenon is
evident in the first half of Fig. 2.17. For variable data rate, packets are sent at a fixed rate,
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Fixed Data Rate
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Trandline for Fixed Data Rate
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Figure 2.16: Energy consumption for transferring 2 megabytes of data.

























































































































Figure 2.17: Instantaneous power consumption for transmitting data packets via WiFi.
consumes a certain amount of power to start running an application. This state is referred
to as the idle state, and when an application actually executed it draws additional power
on top of the power consumed in the idle state. For the HTC Nexus One smartphone, the
power consumption in idle state is around 460 mW. On the other hand, a device having no
application to execute can be put in sleep state. In the sleep state, a device consumes very
low power, and it is about 10 mW for HTC Nexus One. Therefore, when an application can
accomplish a task with less amount of time, it also helps reducing additional energy spent
for keeping a device in idle state. For real time or interactive applications it is difficult to
make such decisions.
∗ in Fig. 2.17 indicates the packet size used in the corresponding episode of transmission.
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The energy cost outcomes that we obtain for the above example are fully compatible
with the estimations and trend we have got in the energy cost profile in the last section.
2.6 Summary
We have presented a finite state machine based model to estimate the energy cost of mobile
applications. We provided evidence from an energy measurement test-bench to explain the
model parameters. We proposed to use smartphone device emulators to estimate the
energy costs and discuss the rationale behind it. To help designers in making decisions
at an early design phase, the concept of energy cost profile of a device was introduced. It
provides energy cost information of different hardware components so that the designers
take measures to improve their designs to make the applications more energy efficient. We
have conducted experiments on our energy measurement testbed comprising a state-of-the-
art smartphone to provide practical examples of energy cost profile of a device. Finally,






We propose the concept of Universal Computing and Communication Interface (UCCI)
that facilitates such sharing of resources between two wireless portable devices. This model
comprises two basic components: Device and Connection Management (DCM) protocol
and Framework for Information Exchange (FIX). DCM devises a unique way to save energy
by allowing a server to stay in sleep state while its service is not needed. On the other
hand, FIX enables software applications on a small device to use resources such as CPU,
Internet bandwidth and storage available on a larger computer. We have used state-of-the-
art smartphones HTC Nexus One, BlackBerry 9700 and a laptop to develop prototypes of
the proposed idea. We have conducted extensive experiments on the devices and measured
the real-time energy consumption. This work explains situations under which such resource
sharing can lead to energy saving. We also assessed the latency in accomplishing a task
performed through sharing of resources.
3.1 Problem Description
In this section, we provide background and motivation for the work presented in this
chapter. Then, we describe the system model, design criteria and research objectives of
this work which are followed by the summary of contributions. We discuss the organization
of this chapter at the end of this section.
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3.1.1 Background
Smartphones are equipped with essential gadgets such as global positioning system (GPS),
digital camera, and multiple communication interfaces. As a result, the functionality of
these devices is not limited to exchanging voice calls, rather users use their phones to access
email, browse Internet, and play multimedia contents. The features and functionalities of
these devices are improving day by day with reduced size and price. Accordingly, the usage
of these devices are becoming more and more common in daily life and user expectations
in terms of running heavier applications are rising rapidly.
These devices are powered by small, re-chargeable batteries, and unfortunately, the
growth in battery technology has not kept pace with the rapidly growing energy demand
of these smart devices [120]. For example, the battery of a state-of-the-art smartphone
lasts only 3 − 4 hours when online video is played. A GPS aided navigation application
runs around the same amount of time when it runs solely on battery. This dependence on
battery energy puts a severe constraint on the availability of these devices [52]. Moreover,
it is not feasible to equip the handheld devices with full-featured hardware components
due to size and limited battery energy. Consequently, these devices are not capable of
running resource intensive applications, which limits the functionality of these devices.
In comparison to the size and weight of the smartphone, laptop computers are large and
heavy, with relatively higher capacity CPU, battery, and communication bandwidth.
3.1.2 Motivation
Due to the complementary attributes of laptops computers and smartphones, nowadays
professionals, business executives and university students use laptops as well as smart-
phones to meet their computing and communication needs. However, they often feel the
necessity for sharing resources between these devices. For example, when they work on
their laptop, they like to access some files, 3G data networks, or even the on-board cam-
era of their smartphone; or, they may need to access the high capacity processor, high
bandwidth data network available on the laptop while they work on their smartphone.
Sometimes they need to access a licensed software from one device to another. Most
importantly, they often need to share their data among these devices.
In Fig. 3.1(a), a smartphone user is connected to Internet through a laptop. The
user might be interested to do it if the phone is not subscribed to cellular data services,
or even with a subscription to data service, the user may still divert its Internet traffic
through the laptop. Because the data service may not be available in some places or, the
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connection speed might be poor, or the cost of the data service is high. Fig. 3.1(b) shows
a scenario where a smartphone user is retrieving a file from his/her laptop as the laptop is
not accessible for the time being. This may happen when the laptop is in the trunk of a
car or in the airplane overhead cabin box, or, the laptop may run short of battery energy,
so the user does not want to open it. The display on the laptops consumes around 36% of















(a) A smartphone is accessing Internet
through a computer.
(b) A user is retrieving a file from laptop.
Figure 3.1: Smartphone communicating with a laptop in two different scenarios.
Thus the shortcomings of resource constraints in portable devices can be overcome by
sharing resources which results in functionality enhancement. In addition to that a device
is able to save its battery energy by using resources of other devices instead of its own. In
fact, energy saving was the most significant factor for offloading tasks from a mobile device
to a server device [86, 55, 158, 53, 22]. The benefits sharing resources are threefold: (i) a
device acquires some functionalities which it does not possess itself; (ii) it is able to access
some resources which does not belong to it; and (iii) it saves energy. All of these benefits
are very much appealing to the users, and the devices become more useful to them.
3.1.3 System Model and Design Criteria
As shown in Fig. 3.1(a), the participating devices can communicate with each other via
multiple communication links such as wireless local and/or personal area networks. We
refer a device as a server when it allows other devices (clients) to access its resources.
A server can be a laptop, a desktop computer or some other dedicated device having
computation and communication facilities. We assume that the server device permits the
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clients to do so because they belong to same owner or the server device gets incentives for
rendering services. In the following, we describe the design objectives to accomplish the
task of resource sharing in energy efficient manner.
• Communication Link: Connection establishment is a prerequisite for sharing re-
sources among participating devices, and the Internet can be used to establish such
connections. However, the Internet is not available when a user remains outside of
user’s workplace, and also, integrity and security of the personal data always remain
a major concern. Also, routing data through Internet where source and destination
are in close proximity will unnecessarily burden the Internet. Therefore, a local com-
munication link that requires low energy, and meet security constraints is suitable
for this purpose. On the other hand, a wired connection requires a physical contact
by cables, and it also limits the movement of a device, thus a wireless link is much
preferred for this purpose.
• Service On-demand: A server is able to provide instant access to its resources when it
remains available all the times. Consequently, it consumes energy to remain always
On (further discussed in Section 3.3). Thus when a server is not used frequently,
it wastes energy most of the times just to remain available. This situation can be
avoided if a server becomes available only when its service is needed. We call it
service on-demand. A client device awakes a server when it needs service. Here,
saving of energy comes with a latency in getting service after a request is made.
• Software Framework: In addition to the communication link between client and sever,
there must be an agreement among them so that they are able to communicate, and
transfer data for sharing resources. There are diverse types of devices available in
the market, and they come with different platforms (operating systems). Therefore,
a generic framework (cross-platform) is essential to accomplish the task of resource
sharing.
• Energy Saving: Sometimes a client accesses resources on a server to attain some
functionality which that client does not possess, and in such scenario, energy saving
is not an objective for both client and server. However, in some situations, a client
accesses high capacity resources of a server to save its time and energy. In such cases,
we assume that the server comes with an adequate supply of energy, resources. and
we mainly focus on energy saving in the client device. The condition of saving energy
is relaxed only when functionality enhancement is prime objective.
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3.1.4 Research Objectives
We propose a generic architecture called Universal Computation and Communication In-
terface (UCCI) to enable communication between a mobile client and a nearby server
device. Prior work advocates only for offloading a computational task to another device,
but we have included the communication and sharing of resources in our model. We also
consider the energy expense of the server device, because in our model the server itself
can be a portable device running on battery, and the server device can remain in sleep
state. UCCI consists of Device and Connection Management (DCM) and Framework for
Information Exchange (FIX) protocols. DCM uses personal area wireless link (Bluetooth)
to communicate a server, and it uses the ‘Wake ON’ feature of the server to awake it
from sleep state to active state. DCM puts a server again in sleep state when service is
not needed. FIX works on top of DCM and it facilitates the sharing of information and
resources between a client and a server.
‘Wake ON’ feature allows a device to be turned on by a network message. Such a
device can be kept in a very low power state by turning on the ‘Wake ON’ feature, and
make the device available for use when necessary. We have conducted a set of experiments
to observe the energy costs of a devices in different power consumption states with and
without turning on the ‘Wake ON’ feature. Results show that the energy costs (overhead)
for activating ‘Wake ON’ feature is very less.
We need to know the steps that take place in UCCI connection to evaluate the impact
of resource sharing on energy consumption. The data processing rate and energy costs of
basic operations such as communication, computation, storing and retrieving data from
storage need to be investigated to estimate the costs of performing a task on a device.
Then, we are able to compare the costs with and without resource sharing. Suppose that a
smartphone, x accesses a resource, r (CPU) on a laptop, y. To accomplish this, x needs to
follow the steps [55]: (i) needs to maintain a connection with y, (ii) reads data and related
codes from its storage, (iii) sends them to y, (iv) waits for the results, and (v) receives the
results. Data speed of the communication link between the devices and the data processing
rate at device y contribute to the latency of the overall process, and the energy spent in
transmitting and receiving data constitutes the energy cost. The reading and writing of
data from and to the storage remain the same when a task is accomplished in device x.
There is also some costs incurred in x for staying active while the task is processed in y,
however, it can be avoided by properly scheduling the device x to awake up when the task
is completed. We measured these costs on a state-of-the-art smartphone, HTC Nexus One,




The main strength of this work is that we have not only designed a model, but also have
developed prototypes to show the validity of the model. We have implemented the system
using the off-the-shelf devices. We summarize the principal contributions of our work
below.
• (c1) We introduce the concept of UCCI, a generic model for sharing resources among
portable wireless devices. UCCI consists of two protocols DCM and FIX that enable
any device communicate with another device without having prior knowledge of each
other. when a device finds that it does not have the functionality or enough resource
to execute a task or it intends to save energy, the device exports that task to a nearby
server. when a device has multiple communication links available to it, the device
can pick a suitable one to fit its need and for saving energy.
• (c2) Two prototypes have been developed on Android and BlackBerry smartphones
namely, HTC Nexus One and BlackBerry 9700 to demonstrate the efficacy of the
model.
• (c3) To observe the energy saving aspects of UCCI, we conducted experiments to
measure the application level energy and communication costs for different usage
scenarios.
• (c4) We discuss the experimental results and explain how and in what situations
resource sharing can be effective, and save energy with less delay. We also discuss
the various security aspects, and argue that the model does not give rise to any new
security threats.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 3.2, we discuss related
work such as task offloading and low power personal area network communications. In
section 3.3, we explain the working principle of our framework. Section 3.4 describes the
prototype implementation of the proposed framework and it is followed by experimental
setup in section 3.5. Section 3.6 presents the experimental results with discussions. We
put conclusions in section 3.7.
3.2 Related Work
We review some substantial prior work in this section. We begin with discussing the benefits
and costs of offloading followed by the different techniques or methods of offloading. We
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also explain the reasons behind different design issues of our model. We finish this section
with a discussion of the reasons for considering Bluetooth as the client to server device
communication link.
Gitzenis et al. [52] studied the problem of task offloading and power management in
wireless computing. They presented a Markovian dynamic control framework to opti-
mize the task migration and processor speed/power management. They pointed out that
task offloading results into energy savings at the mobile terminal (sparing its processor
from computations) and execution speed gains due to (typically) faster server processor(s).
However, the overheads are the energy cost for terminal-server wireless communication and
the delay for uploading the task and getting back the results. The net gains (or losses)
depend on network connectivity and server load. Their observation is: for a task with
low communication and high computation requirements, migration is advantageous under
both criteria of energy consumption and response delay. However, to accomplish this, the
wireless connectivity must be strong and the server has to be lightly loaded. Weak con-
nectivity turns migration into a less attractive option. In our model, we consider the short
range personal area wireless link which is robust with relatively moderate bandwidth. For
example, Bluetooth v2.1 supports 2 Mbps application to application data rate and Blue-
tooth v3.0 supports up to 24 Mbps. According to the observations in this research, our
proposed model and its operating environment are suitable for task offloading.
Zhao et al. [174] studied a case where resource limitation forces offloading of a task.
They propose a H.264 encoder modularization and energy models for offloading. They
mainly focus on the usage of the computation offloading method to H.264 video encoder
on mobile devices. Results from three of their offloading schemes show that offloading the
encoding part of inter frames or the whole video encoder can save large amounts of energy.
They observe that with efficient wireless link, computation offloading techniques would be
more efficient to save energy on mobile devices.
Rudenko et al. [129] present an automation framework for computation offloading and
it records the average power consumption of a repetitive task for deciding whether to
offload the task. Kremer et al. [80] propose an offloading scheme that uses check-pointing
techniques to handle disconnection events for wireless connection. The cost model for
local computation is based on the average computation time. Rong et al. [126] study
offloading under real-time constraints. They use multiple synthetic tasks and each task
has a known constant computation time. Li et al. [86] propose making offloading decisions
at function level. The computation of each function is assumed to be a constant and
obtained by profiling. Wang et al. [153] propose a method of parametric compiler analysis
to determine the computation time. The method considers only simple parameters, such
as the command line options. It cannot analyze more complex data such as an image. All
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these methods require estimating the computation time before execution in order to make
offloading decisions. In contrast, Xian et al. [158] use a timeout method and do not require
such estimation. In their study, a timeout is set for computation instead of an idle period.
If the computation is longer than the timeout, the computation is offloaded to a remote
server to conserve the energy for the client.
Gurun et al. [55] present a framework that makes computation offloading decisions
in computational grid settings. The schedulers in such environment determine when to
move parts of a computation to more capable resources to improve performance. They
mentioned that offloading decision amounts to predicting the bandwidth between the local
and remote systems to estimate costs associated with offloading. They formulated the
problem as a statistical decision problem, and evaluate the efficacy of a number of different
decision strategies. They found that a Bayesian approach which incorporates change-point
detection in its formulation of the prior distribution is the most effective of those they
investigated.
Gu et al. [53] propose an adaptive offloading system that includes two key parts: a
distributed offloading platform and an offloading inference engine. They mainly focus on
the memory. When the application memory requirement approaches the mobile device’s
maximum memory capacity, the system initiates offloading. The system partitions the
application’s program objects into two groups, offloading some to a powerful nearby sur-
rogate to reduce the device’s memory requirement. With the offloading inference engine,
runtime offloading can effectively relieve memory constraints for mobile devices. Having
studied the pros and cons of the methods of offloading, we designed a very light and simple
Offloading Decision Maker (ODM) engine. At first, it does not partition a task running
parts in the mobile device and parts in the server. Rather it decides before executing a task
whether to offload or not. In case of offloading, the whole task is migrated to server and
an interface is executed for sending data and receiving the results. In making the decision,
ODM considers the applications resources requirements, availability of offloading service,
system’s resource meter and energy state and above all user’s permission.
Mahmud et al. [92] emphasize on having an energy-efficient scheme for simultaneous or
single operation of the wireless interfaces attached to Multi-service User Terminal (MUT).
MUT stands for the devices that have multiple wireless interfaces for receiving various
classes of services from the networks. They propose a simple model for predicting energy
consumption in a terminal attributed to the wireless network interfaces. Then, the actual
consumption patterns are measured to estimate the parameters of the model. They ob-
serve that each access technology has a different data rate, network latency, interaction
capability, mobility support, and cost per bit because each has been designed with specific
services in mind. They stress on the need to have comprehensive understanding of the
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power consumption of the devices/modules in various operational states. Complying with
this understanding we explored the energy cost of communication on different communi-
cation links that a smart phone typically possesses. And we use the results in designing
our system model.
In mobile to server device communication we use Bluetooth link, because, Bluetooth
is widely adopted as short range communication protocol and almost all the smart phones
come with a Bluetooth connectivity. More importantly the next generation Bluetooth v3.0
module is going to be more energy efficient, more secure and is supposed to provide higher
data rates of around 24Mbps. We summarize the strength of this work below:
• The concept of awaking a server on demand basis is very crucial. Instead of spending
energy by keeping the server awake all the times, the server device saves significant
portion of energy by being in sleep mode. We may compare the situation with
constant polling versus interruption when the an event occurs.
• The idea of task exporting has been around for quite sometime and the design ob-
jective or target platforms were assumed to be grid or mesh networks. We view task
offloading between peer devices, where functionality enhancement is the key objective
and energy saving comes as a by product.
We have not only proposed a design or concept, we have implemented the whole system
with existing hardware available in the market. This is the most important strength of
this work.
3.3 Architecture
In our model, a device is termed as a client or a server based on its role or functionality
in an ongoing session. A client device in a session may act as a server during some other
session when another device seeks a service from it. So the terms client and server are
not tightly coupled with a device. For example, when a smartphone accesses resources
of a laptop, the laptop becomes a server and the smartphone becomes a client. On the
other hand, the laptop becomes a client when it accesses the files of the same smartphone.
In this case, the smartphone acts as a server. The working principles of the three UCCI
components are given below.
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3.3.1 Device and Connection Management (DCM )
A server device can stay in several states of operation as shown in Fig. 3.2 and it is able to
provide service in active state. In sleep (or inactive) state, it suspends all of its operations
except the ‘Wake On’ feature. ‘Wake On’ feature refers to the capability of waking up
from sleep state to active state after getting a special message through a communication
interface such as LAN, Wireless LAN (WLAN) and Universal Serial Bus (USB). To enable
‘Wake On’ feature, a device needs to scan for particular message while sleeping. When
both client and server stay in the same network, a client device needs to know the Internet
protocol (IP) address of the server device. However, a client needs to know the Medium








Figure 3.2: State transition diagram of server device.
Now, let us explain how a client obtains the address of a server device:
• Server in active state: An active server periodically broadcasts its service list with its
device address. Before initiating a connection, a client scans for devices surrounding
it and makes a list of devices. The user of the client is then asked to select the server
from the server list.
A magic packet is sent to wake up a device from sleep state. This packet contains 255 in consecutive 6
bytes, followed by 16 repetitions of the target device’s 6-byte MAC address anywhere within its payload.
The magic packet is typically sent as a UDP datagram to port 7 or 9.
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• Server in sleep state: When a server is in sleep state, it does not broadcast its address,
and in this case a client needs to get the address from the user or from history data.
If the server device belongs to the same owner, he/she knows the device address and
for a public server, the address of the device needs to be printed on it. Otherwise,
a client won’t be able to wake it up. Usually, a client device keeps a short list of
devices which are connected quite often, and thus a user does not require to input
the server address all the times. As all the devices have user-friendly names, users





















Figure 3.3: Timing diagram of task offloading using UCCI.
A client does not need to send a WAKEUP message to turn on the server as it is already
in active state. However, client sends a HELLO message to check whether the server is
ready to accept a connection. For an inactive server, a client sends a WAKEUP message
to activate the server. The relative timing of the events is given in Fig. 3.3. After sending
the WAKEUP message, the client waits for a while (10 seconds) for the server to come
in active state. It then sends a HELLO message to check whether the server becomes
active. The server replies with a WELCOME message. If the client does not receive a
WELCOME message within a time frame (5 sec), it again sends HELLO message. In the
HELLO message, the client mentions its identity and service request. Thus the server
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transfers the controls to specific handlers. After completing the task, the client sends a
SLEEP message to put the server in sleep mode.
Hardware and Software Requirements
The required hardware and software tools necessary to implement the UCCI model are
already available in the marketplace and we now describe hardware and software require-
ments for server and client devices below:
• Hardware requirements for server: A server device is equipped with a low power
short range high speed wireless communication module to communicate with the
client. The server also has ‘Wake On’ feature so that it can be awaken from sleep
state. Otherwise, a server needs to be ON all the times to make its services available,
and for a portable device it is not affordable.
• Hardware requirements for client: A client device includes the same low power wire-
less communication module to connect with the server. It is capable of sending special
‘Wake UP’ signal using the device address of the server so that the communication
module at the server can wake up the server from sleep mode. The client’s module
also capable of searching surrounding server modules and services.
• Software requirements for server/client: After establishing the connection between
server and client, the server verifies identity of the client, and based on the requested
service type, the server transfers the handle to the specific handler. In our im-
plementation, we used Java and no specialized tools was necessary to develop the
applications on the client and server sides.
Hardware components with energy saving features [116] are available in the digital sys-
tem since long. Personal computers are equipped with ‘Wake On LAN’, ‘Wake On USB’
features. Some of the Bluetooth and WLAN hardware components have ‘Wake On’ capa-
bility and some Operating Systems (OS) such as Mac OS supports these features. However,
‘Wake On Bluetooth’ can easily be incorporated on the OS if hardware supports this fea-
ture. Another way to enable ‘Wake On’ option is by exploiting ‘Wake On USB’ feature.
It is done by attaching an USB Bluetooth module in the device’s USB port.
Energy Saving Measures
The graph in Fig. 3.4 depicts the benefits of sleep/Wake-UP model of the server. A laptop



























Figure 3.4: Power consumption of a laptop in different states.
and without display, respectively. Whereas, in sleep and hibernation states, the laptop
consumes only 0.78 and 0.56 watts, which are just 4.06% and 2.92% of the active state,
respectively.
Fig. 3.4 also shows that the increased energy consumption for turning on the ‘Wake On’
feature is only 5.4% and 10% more in sleep and hibernation states respectively. However,
‘Wake On’ feature is needed to put an active server to sleep state and put it back to active
state when it is requested for service. As a result, it is definitely energy saving to adopt
the sleep/Wake-UP model instead of being always active. It is worth mentioning that a
device takes time to switch from hibernation to active or sleep to active states. These
delays usually range from 5 to 20 seconds and they vary system to system. The delay
for switching from hibernation to active state is longer, and the decision whether to put a
server in hibernation or sleep state depends on the type of application. For quicker response



















Figure 3.5: Placement of UCCI in protocol stack.
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Placement of UCCI in OSI Model
Fig. 3.5 shows the position of UCCI in the network protocol stack. When a server device
is in sleep state, a client can only reach its MAC layer by sending a WAKEUP message.
After getting the WAKEUP message, server switches to active state and the client is able
to access the server application, and further interactions take place.
3.3.2 Framework for Information Exchange (FIX)
The software applications such as remote file browsing, sharing, remote desktop sharing,
Internet sharing, sharing camera or GPS data basically involve exchange of data. They are
productivity or utility tools which are simple yet they provide the users of these devices
with very useful services. One practical example would be very relevant here, users tend
to take weeks to download the files of captured videos and photos from digital cameras.
Because they need to connect devices to computers via cables. In the following, we describe
how UCCI facilitates these types of tasks using FIX.
When a client connects a server device, it initially retrieves service information from
the server. Then, the client device lays out the service list, and allows its users to choose
an option as shown in Fig. 3.6. When a user selects an option, the client device sends
the corresponding code to the server, and server execute corresponding module to further




















Play Multimedia / Controls
Figure 3.6: User interface of an UCCI based application.
Some software applications require extensive computation power and large memory
capacity and claim good amount of energy. Such types of applications can be outsourced to
take the advantage of CPU and memory on server devices. As we discussed in section 3.2,
many techniques have been proposed in the literature regarding task offloading. For task
offloading, the application need to have options for local and remote processing and when
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user select remote processing, the application transfer and manage through application
programming interface (API). In our prototype, we have used Java to implement task
outsourcing feature.
3.3.3 Possible Security Issues
We point out the possible security threats that are involved in UCCI model, and discuss
below how these issues can be resolved by taking appropriate measures.
• Authentication: The UCCI service should be restricted to the authorized users and
devices. In our model, we consider Bluetooth which has built-in authorization module
using PIN codes. Therefore, no user can connect to another device without knowing
the PIN code.
• Secure communication link: As the data and tasks are migrated from one device
to another, we need to ensure that the communication link is secure in the first
place. Likely, secure personal area wireless communication is available and Bluetooth
v3.0 supports 128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) which is state-of-the-
art security protocol. However, encryption and decryption of data consumes much
energy and its use is recommended only when there is a need.
• Software Security: When a task is transferred to a server, we need to ensure that it
does not break server’s security, and also no other application on server can intercept
the data or code of the task. In UCCI, an exported task is executed on a Java Virtual
Machine (JVM), and therefore, in the controlled environment, the task cannot break
the security of the server, or any other application can access the information of
others.
• Hardware Security: In our model, the server or client devices typically belong to the
same owner, so the threat of hardware intimidation is less in this case. Hardware
intimidation is not a new security threat arises from our model, and users need to be
cautious about this when they connect to a public device.
3.4 Prototype Implementation and Model Validation
To implement prototypes for the proposed UCCI, we have used a Toshiba Tecra R10-ES1
laptop as a server device with Windows 7 operating system on it. A HTC Nexus One
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and a BlackBerry 9700 smartphones were used as clients to build our prototypes. The
smartphones communicate with the laptop through its built-in Bluetooth link. However,
the operating system does not allow the Bluetooth device to wake it up from sleep state.
We used an external mouse (Microsoft Wireless Laser Mouse 8000 ) to facilitate that. An
USB dangle is attached with laptop and the mouse communicates with the dangle using
Bluetooth link. The USB dangle connects the laptop as human interface device (HID),
and thus the mouse is able to awake the laptop from sleep state. If the OS supports
the ‘Wake On’ feature of the built-in Bluetooth device, the external mouse would not
be needed. With an appropriate device driver, features of these two Bluetooth devices
can undoubtedly be combined. However, we avoided that as we have developed only the
prototype of our concept.
Figure 3.7: Snapshot of an Android based UCCI application.
We developed an application for server and two versions of the client application to
implement UCCI. All applications are written in Java, and the client applications are
modified to fit with Android and BlackBerry OS. A screenshot of the client application
is given in Fig. 3.7. It shows Android OS version of the application which is running on
the HTC Nexus One smartphone. The user interface of the BlackBerry version is the
same and is installed on a BlackBerry 9700 device. The applications are able to establish
UCCI connections via both the WLAN and Bluetooth links. The ‘Wake On’ feature of
the WLAN works only in presence of AP, and it is not supported in WiFi adhoc mode.
Moreover, WLAN link becomes useless while the user on the road or in the place where
there is no support ‘Wake On’ packet forwarding.
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Using the application shown in Fig. 3.7, the smartphone (HTC Nexus One) wakes up
the server (Toshiba laptop) from sleep state, and transfers data using Bluetooth link. After
processing the data, the results are sent back to the smartphone, and the laptop is put
back into sleep state again. In fact, once the laptop is connected with the smartphone,
we can access and use the resources on it, it is just a matter of attaching appropriate
software applications. We play audio/video, and control the volume on the laptop from
the smartphone, and similar activities can be performed on the smartphone from a laptop.
3.5 Experimental Setup
As discussed in section 3.1, we need to know the energy costs of the basic operations such as
computation, communication and storing data on a device, so that we are able to estimate
the energy saving when sharing of resources takes place. If a device spends much energy in
transferring data to the server, the net energy gain becomes less, in fact, it can be negative
in some situations. In this section, we describe the experimental setup that we used to


































Figure 3.8: Logical view of our experimental setup.
As shown in Fig. 3.8, we connect the HTC Nexus One smartphone with a Keithley
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2304A high speed power supply to measure the current consumption of the smartphones.
The power supply is connected to a desktop PC via USB port, and using a controller
program on that PC, we set required output voltage (3.7 volts) on the power supply.
We sampled the consumed current by the smartphones one second interval and readings
were taken throughout the execution of an operation. For example, before initiating a file
transfer using SFTP (Secure File Transfer Protocol) we start probing current, and stop
after the transfer stops. We repeat the experiments at least 3 times, and each time we
take 5 sets of readings for each scenario. Each set contains 50 to 150 readings based on
the duration of the operations. We show the variations in the readings by providing the
maximum, minimum and mean values of the readings. Prior to conducting experiments,
we configured the settings and battery connections of the smartphone as described in [113].
3.6 Results and Discussions
In this section, we present the energy costs of some basic operations such as computation,
communication and data storage and retrieval for HTC Nexus One. Then we show the
costs of transferring a file from the same smartphone to a server located in the Internet.
3.6.1 Energy Costs for Basic Operations
We chose three widely used CPU benchmark programs, namely, Linpack, Whetstone and
Dhrystone to evaluate the cost of computation on HTC Nexus One smartphone. We used
another Android application which computes the exponents of two random real numbers
continuously. We executed these four applications for 20 seconds each time, and measure
the current consumption. Fig. 3.9 shows the power consumption of the smartphone for
each of the applications, and we see that the benchmark programs consume about 961
milliwatts. On the other hand, the exponent computation application consumes about
1100 milliwatts as it involves only floating-point operations. Once we know the energy
cost of CPU for full utilization, the energy cost of an application for computation can be
calculated based on its CPU utilization [116].
We obtained the energy costs of reading and writing in the built-in storage of the same
smartphone by a simple application which reads and writes data in blocks of different sizes.
We varied the block size from 256 bytes to 8 kilobytes, and the application reads a file
of 256 megabytes, and write a file of 128 megabytes with random contents. The reading
process takes around 30.5 seconds, and writing takes around 36 seconds irrespective of






































































Read/Write Block Size (bytes)
Read (8.5MB/Sec)
Write (3.65MB/Sec)
Figure 3.10: Power consumption for reading and writing data in the internal storage.
Fig. 3.11 shows the power consumption for transmitting UDP data packets of 1472
bytes via WiFi interface (802.11g). The experiment was done on the same HTC Nexus
One smartphone. The data rates were varied as we changed the transmission interval
between two packets. It is interesting to observe that for smaller transmission intervals the
power consumption amounts are same. The maximum size of an unsegmented UDP packet
that can be sent from application layer is 1472 bytes in this scenario. More information on
the impact of packet size and delay on power consumption can be found in [114]. Though
we have shown only for WiFi interface, the effect of packet length and intervals is also
significant in other interfaces.
We also measured the cost of data encryption and decryption with an application



















































Power Cosumption for UDP Packets Transmission
(Packet Size = 1472 bytes)
Power Consumptions
Data Rate
Figure 3.11: Power consumption for transmitting data packets via WiFi.
decryption algorithm. The application reads a large file of 32 megabytes and writes the
same file after encryption. Later on, the encrypted file is read back by the application, and
stored as a separate file after decryption. The power consumption and processing speeds
of the processes are given in Fig. 3.12. We see that though the power consumption for
decryption is less than the encryption process, the data processing speed for decryption is
significantly less in compare to the encryption process. We see the impact of this during






























































(b) Obtained data rate for encryp-
tion/decryption.
Figure 3.12: Power consumption and data rates for encrypting and decrypting data.
With the help of energy cost information presented above, we are now in a position to
make energy-aware decisions. For example, it requires 1233 Joules of energy to store in
the internal storage, and another 412 Joule to read the file when necessary. If we want
to store the file in a storage server in the Internet, with basic cost information, we can
calculate the required energy for transmitting and receiving the file over the communication
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with appropriate security measures. Of course, storing in the network server involves more
energy, specially when we need to access the file frequently. However, when the device is
running short of storage space, we compel to store it on the network server.
3.6.2 Energy Costs for Transferring a File
Now we investigate the energy consumption of a task which involves resource sharing via
UCCI. We choose to transfer a file from the smartphone to a SFTP server located in the
Internet. This task of transferring a file from the smartphone can be accomplished in the
following ways:
• Scenario 1 (S1): send the file from smartphone directly via 3G link,
• Scenario 2 (S2): send the file to the laptop via Bluetooth link, and then send it to
the SFTP server from the laptop,
• Scenario 3 (S3): compress the file in the smartphone, and then send the compressed
file via 3G link, and
• Scenario 4 (S4): send the uncompressed file to the laptop, compress it there, receive
it from the laptop via Bluetooth link, and send the compress file via 3G link.
We measured the energy consumed by the smartphone in each of the above scenarios. For
that, we, at first, evaluated the power consumption and data rates for 3G (WWAN) and
Bluetooth (WPAN) links to estimate the energy costs for transferring data. We also mea-
sured the cost of transferring data over WiFi link as it falls in between WWAN and WPAN
in terms of coverage. We conducted the experiments during different times of the day, and
repeated the experiments to avoid any temporary fluctuations in the measurements. It is
worth mentioning that these results are dependent on the location of the mobile tower,
WiFi access point and local interference, but we took no measures that might affect the
data rates of any of these links. Therefore, we may consider these results as an instance of
a typical scenario experienced by users.
Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 show values of the mean, minimum and maximum power con-
sumption and obtained data rates during downloading and uploading of files from/to the
SFTP server. We observe that the data rates in uploading are higher than that of down-
loading, which is counter intuitive. We performed some additional experiments to verify
this result. We used simple FTP protocol to transfer files, and found that data exchange


























































(b) Obtained data rate for downloading.
Figure 3.13: Power consumption and data rates for downloading data.
also examined the energy costs of reading and writing data from/to storage. We found
that writing data on sdcard consumes 35% more power than reading data whereas writing
is done at 42% of the reading speed. Actually, when we send a file through SFTP, the
following operations take place: reading the file from storage, encryption the file data,
transmission of the data. On the other hand, when we receive a file via SFTP - reception
of file data, decryption of the received data, and writing the data on the storage take place.
In SFTP process, operations other than the transmission/reception speeds dominate the
overall data processing rates. Further study is necessary to investigate this matter. Data
are more vulnerable in the WWAN or WLAN than in WPAN and for that reason we used
SFTP to transfer data. Fig. 3.15 shows the energy expense for downloading and uploading
a one megabyte file. We see that 3G link costs 10 times more than the Bluetooth link


























































(b) Obtained data rate for uploading.
Figure 3.14: Power consumption and data rates for uploading data.
link.
To measure the energy costs for scenario S3 and S4, we measured the energy cost and
data processing rates of compression and decompression process on the HTC Nexus One.
As shown in Fig. 3.16(a), power consumption for compression and decompression are 1236
and 1184 milliwatts, respectively. The data processing rates during compression and de-
compression are about 2456 and 4818 kilobytes, respectively (shown in Fig. 3.16(b)). Using
the results from the experiment, we are now able to calculate energy costs of transferring
files via 3G, WiFi and Bluetooth links with or without compressing the data. Compres-
sion ratio is the most important factor in deciding whether to compress before transferring
data. The compression ratios of JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) and MPEG
(Moving Picture Experts Group) format files (users typically encounter in smartphone) are
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Figure 3.15: Energy consumption for transferring a file of 1 MB size.
[33]. In our experiment, we used Android’s ZipInputStream and ZipOutputStream class for
compressing portable data format (pdf) files and the compression ratio was only 12.5%.
Table 3.1: Comparison of required time and energy cost for different scenarios






We calculated the energy costs and processing times for uploading a file of size 5 (five)
megabytes using four scenarios mentioned in the beginning of this section. The results
are given in Table.3.1. In scenario S2, the consumed energy is the least among the four
scenarios. We assume that server has much higher Internet bandwidth, and we did not
include the time to upload the file from UCCI server to SFTP server in scenario S2. In
scenario S3, the cost is less than that of S1, but the difference is not significant. In fact,
the compression ratio is a critical factor here, higher compression ratio yields better energy
saving. The completion time of whole uploading process is also important. Presented en-
ergy costs are the costs uploading process only. During the file uploading, the device needs
to be active which consumes additional energy (about 450 milliwatts on our smartphone).
































































(b) Processing rate (kilobytes).
Figure 3.16: Power consumption and processing rate for compression/decompression.
energy consumption for WiFi link are much better than that of 3G link, and therefore, a
secure WiFi link (if available) should be preferred over 3G link.
3.7 Summary
We have proposed UCCI, a generic architecture for facilitating communication between two
wireless portable devices such as a smartphone and a laptop. This framework allows a server
device to remain in sleep state unless its service is needed by a client device. It exploits
the ‘Wake On’ feature of the server device and uses the personal area low power Bluetooth
link, and then, optionally, puts the server back into sleep state. To validate our model,
we have developed two prototypes using state-of-the-art BlackBerry 9700 and HTC Nexus
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One smartphones. We discuss the impact of this model by measuring power consumption
on the client in different states through on-device experimentation. We compared the costs
of transferring a file over 3G, WiFi, and Bluetooth links and measured the energy costs of




Anatomy of Smartphone WiFi Traffic
We analyze the WiFi access traffic of Android based HTC Nexus One, Apple’s iPhone
3GS, and BlackBerry 9700 smartphones for different classes of applications, namely, web
browsing, YouTube video playing, and Skype VoIP calling. We set up a bench to capture
the WiFi access traffic data of smartphone applications, and analyzed the data in terms of
packet size, packet inter-arrival time, burst duration, burst inter-arrival time, and burst size.
We discuss the implications of these observed parameters on existing MAC level energy
saving techniques. Then, we propose a Low Energy Data-packet Aggregation Scheduler
(LEDAS) that accumulates a number of upper layer packets into a burst at medium access
control (MAC) level based on formation time, size, and number of packets. We have given
a flowchart description of the technique. By means of analysis, we have derived expressions
for the average values of burst size, burst inter-arrival times, and number of packets in a
burst. Finally, we have evaluated the energy saving potential of LEDAS on a smartphone.
4.1 Problem Description
Today’s smartphones are equipped with good processing capabilities, graphical user in-
terface (GUI), and multiple radio interfaces, because of significant development in micro-
electronics technology. More capabilities are being built into these phones, and they are
able to support resource intensive applications. These applications include web browsing,
social networking, email client, online gaming, online multimedia playing, global position-
ing system (GPS) based navigation, and weather and stock updates. Due to these network
related applications, smartphones draw a significant amount of wireless access traffic while
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producing much uplink traffic. This traffic volume is growing rapidly and significantly
faster than broadband traffic volume [157].
Though wireless access traffic of smartphones is routed through cellular and 802.11
based WiFi data networks, Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) based
3G cellular data networks typically require more energy with less data rates compared
to WiFi based networks [117]. Moreover, WiFi hotspots have become very common at
homes, institutions and public places. Accordingly, smartphones use WiFi data link by
default due to its accessibility, higher bandwidth, and less cost in comparison with cellular
networks. Cellular data networks are mainly used while the users walk around or stay on
transports. Analysis of residential digital subscriber lines (DSL) of a large European ISP
shows that there is a significant and increasing number of active smartphone connections
[93]. Therefore, novel energy saving measures need to be addressed for both cellular and
WiFi based data networks.
Unfortunately, the growth in battery technology has not kept pace with the rapidly
growing energy demand of these smart devices. The battery of a state-of-the-art smart-
phone generally lasts only 3−4 hours when online video is played. A GPS aided navigation
application runs around the same amount of time when it runs on battery. This dependence
on battery energy puts a severe constraint on the availability of these devices. Therefore,
there is a strong motivation for designing all aspects of smartphones from the perspective
of battery energy [104].
Battery driven portable devices that are capable of saving energy, comprise of hardware
components with energy saving features. Such a component has several operational modes,
i.e. states, with different levels of energy consumption. For example, the communication
component can have four operational modes, namely, transmission, reception, idle, and
doze [114]. The power consumption levels in the reception and transmission modes are
much higher than the doze and idle modes [137]. Intuitively, energy can be saved by
keeping a transceiver in the doze mode for as long as possible, as determined by an operating
system (OS). Similar energy-saving features are incorporated in processor design, display,
and other hardware components [16].
The energy saving strategies for communication interfaces can broadly be classified
into two categories: (i) inactivity threshold strategy, and (ii) micro power management
(µPM). Inactivity threshold strategy is based on the principle that the longer a component
has been inactive, the longer it will continue to be inactive [91]. When a user does not
interact with a smartphone for a while, the device turns off the display and further saves
energy by keeping all the hardware at minimum energy level. Only minimal interaction
is maintained with the network to trace call and to update applications’ status. A recent
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study [45] revealed that users interact with their smartphones in a bursty manner, and each
session of interactions (usage burst) generally lasts for 10 − 250 seconds. A smartphone
starts a timer to observe the idle period after each usage burst, and goes into idle mode to
save energy once the period exceeds a preset threshold.
In contrast to the inactivity threshold strategy discussed above, micro power manage-
ment (µPM) is applicable during a usage burst, and this technique deals with keeping a
component in low energy state (pause or doze mode) for a very short interval so that the
functionality of the device is not compromised. The fundamental requirement for these
strategies is the ability of the related hardware component to go into low power mode for
a very short period of time. The short interval is in the range of microseconds to couple
of milliseconds [16, 89]. This strategy enables a communication interface to enter into
power-saving mode even between two medium access control (MAC) frames. The gaps
between successive frame exchange can further be extended by aggregating couple of data
packets into one MAC frame, which make room for hardware to be in low energy state
for longer period of time [114, 78, 176]. Though the concept of packet aggregation on the
device side is new, various forms of traffic aggregation have been used in data backbone
networks, and new techniques are being proposed to achieve higher bandwidth and energy
efficiency [98, 143].
The process of packet aggregation adds delay to data packets and creates packets of
larger size than that of the original packets. However, some kinds of traffic such as VoIP
and real-time multimedia are very much delay sensitive. For each type of communication
interface, there is a threshold value for data packets, known as maximum transmission unit
(MTU). For example, a 1500-byte packet is the largest packet allowed by Ethernet at the
network layer [148]. If the size of a data packet to be transmitted exceeds MTU size, that
packet is segmented into multiple packets. As a result, it is not advantageous to have an
aggregated packet whose size is more than MTU; rather, it causes more overheads. There-
fore, while applying µPM, clear understanding of the nature of traffic and distributions
of the inter-arrival times and sizes of the network data packets is required to maintain a
certain level of performance and quality of service (QoS).
In this chapter, we present an in-depth insight into the characteristics of wireless access
traffic, which will spur the development of micro power management strategies for the WiFi
communication interface of smartphones. We have collected wireless access traffic data of
smartphones for some representative applications [44], and studied the characteristics of
individual packets as well as packet bursts for both uplink and downlink traffic.
We gathered the Internet traffic data of three state-of-the-art smartphones, namely,










Figure 4.1: Connection details of network packet probing setup.
work. We route the traffic from and to a smartphone via a desktop computer as shown
in Fig. 4.1. The WiFi access point (AP) is attached to the computer and only one smart-
phone is associated with the AP at a time. Therefore, all data packets traveled to and
from smartphone can be sniffed by the packet analyzer running on the desktop computer.
The traffic data for 3G networks could be collected at the cellular base station (BTS) or by
placing a packet probing application in the smartphones. However, we did not have access
to the BTS of cellular networks or have packet probing applications for the smartphones.
The analysis of wireless access traffic in 3G networks is beyond the scope of this work, and
we aim to investigate that in future.
We carried out web browsing, YouTube video playing, and Skype VoIP calling on the
smartphones. A network packet analyzer installed on the desktop computer captured
all the data packets. In the dataset, we observed some network management packets
originated from the WiFi AP and we exclude them from further processing. We examine
the distribution of packet sizes and inter-arrival times of the packets in uplink and downlink
traffic. The packets are grouped into bursts based on their inter-arrival time. Then, we
compute the distribution of durations, inter-arrival times of the bursts, and number of
packets in each burst. As we discuss in Section 4.6, the parameters are very important
in designing energy saving techniques for communication interface of a smartphone. For
example, the duration of bursts is crucial in designing packet aggregation techniques at
the MAC level. This work makes the following contributions.
• We present a test bench to capture and analyze the wireless access traffic generated
by smartphone applications.
• We run representative applications on smartphones and analyze the characteristics of
the wireless access traffic over the wireless network by means of duration, inter-arrival
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time, size of burst and number of packets per burst.
• We have collected traffic data from iPhone 3GS, BlackBerry 9700 and HTC Nexus
One, and observed whether there is any significant difference in the distributions of
the above mentioned parameters.
• We observed that the size of almost 80% of the uplink data packets is less than 66
bytes, and about 60% of the downlink packets have less than 1 millisecond inter-
arrival time. For uplink traffic, it is about 50%. The inter-arrival times of bursts in
both directions is more than 10 millisecond for more than 90% of the bursts.
• Based on the above observations, we have identified opportunities to design new
energy saving techniques specifically tuned for smartphones.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We review some substantial work that
focus on energy saving measures for communication module in Section 4.2. The details of
our test bench is described in Section 4.4, analysis of the results is given in Section 4.5.
We propose a packet aggregation scheduler at the end of this chapter.
4.2 Related Work
We discuss the relevant prior work in energy saving in wireless networks. One paper pro-
poses a scheme for optimizing inactivity periods of a mobile device in 3G cellular networks,
and the rest of the papers focus on 802.11 based infrastructure wireless networks.
Yang [163] investigated the discontinuous reception (DRX) mechanism for saving energy
of mobile devices in the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) networks.
The DRX mechanism is controlled by two parameters: the inactivity timer threshold tI and
the DRX cycle tD. Based on a M/G/1 queueing model with vacations, the author studies
the optimal values for tI and tD which maximize the energy saving in mobile devices. The
author also presents an adaptive algorithm called dynamic DRX (DDRX) that dynamically
adjusts the values of tI and tD close to the optimal values.
Liu et al. [89] proposed micro power management (µPM) scheme that works in the
client devices. It allows a WiFi radio to sleep for short intervals, in the range of a few
microseconds. The communication interface can be used to sleep even between two MAC
frames to save energy. The µPM technique uses predictions to exploit short idle intervals,
and it relies on 802.11 retransmissions to recover from any mis-predictions.
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Tan et al. [147] proposed an application-independent protocol, called power save mode
(PSM) throttling. This transport level technique reshapes TCP traffic into periodic bursts
with the same average throughput as the server transmission rate. Clients accurately
predict the arriving time of packets, and turn on/off the wireless interfaces accordingly.
PSM-throttling can minimize power consumption on TCP-based bulk traffic by effectively
utilizing available Internet bandwidth without degrading the performance of application
perceived by the user.
Rozner et al. [128] claimed that depending on the PSM implementation strategies,
traffic of the other clients in the same network (competing background traffic) causes
upto 300% more energy consumption in a client device. Moreover, the capacity of a
wireless network reduces due to the unnecessary retransmissions and unfairness. They
propose Network-Assisted Power Management (NAPman) algorithm for WiFi devices that
addresses the above issues. NAPman distinguishes traffic of a PSM client from the traffic of
competing constantly awake mode (CAM) clients and other PSM clients. Then it enforces
a work-conserving first-come-first serve (FCFS) policy only to the packets of clients that
are awake at any given time. This energy-aware fair scheduling minimizes client energy
and unnecessary retransmissions.
Agrawal et al. [2] proposed an algorithm named Opportunistic PSM (OPSM). This
scheme is effective when all the connected devices are engaged in web browsing, which is
characterized by small file downloads over TCP, with a short duration of inactivity or think
time in between two downloads. It performs better than static PSM when the number of
associated devices with an AP increases. The reason behind the improved performance
is that OPSM only permits one download at any time, due to which a device gets the
maximum throughput and this results in least energy consumption. In static PSM this is
not the case, since it allows simultaneous downloads, which leads to longer file download
times and hence consumes more energy than OPSM.
Kim et al. [78] present a MAC level frame aggregation scheme, which can improve the
throughput performance. By aggregating small-size frames into a large frame, it reduces
MAC and PHY layer overheads. Their measurement results show that the throughput
performance can be improved by 2 to 3 Mbps by applying the frame aggregation technique
in the IEEE 802.11b standard. They have also proposed that frame aggregation can easily
be performed above the MAC service access point (SAP) easily with device driver modifi-
cations. This work dealt with the impact of frame aggregation on throughput performance,
and they did not consider any traffic pattern or impact of frame aggregation on QoS.
Zhu et al. [176] address the power saving problem by developing a model for stochas-
tic analysis of timer-based power management in infrastructure WLANs. Based on this
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model, the probabilities that a device is active, idle, or dozing are derived, and the power
consumption of the device, number of frames buffered, and average delay per frame are
obtained. This scheme produce bursty traffic to keep the communication interface in doze
mode for longer period of time. However, it does not reduce the MAC/PHY layer data
overheads. Specifically, the PHY layer overhead is very much significant in WLAN.
Nath et al. [106] proposed to transmit multiple beacons, one for every client associated
to the AP. Each client estimates the round-trip-time (RTT) of the current TCP connection
and sends this information to the AP, based on this information the AP schedules the
beacon frames to the clients.
Ra et al. [122] mention a class of applications that is often naturally delay-tolerant
so that it is possible to delay data transfers until a lower-energy option becomes available.
They present an optimal online algorithm for energy-delay trade-off using the Lyapunov
optimization framework. Their results show that their algorithm can be tuned to achieve
a broad spectrum of energy-delay trade-off, and it can save 10− 40% of battery energy for
some workloads.
Our work explores the characteristics of wireless access traffic which must be taken
into account in designing micro power management (µPM) techniques for smartphones.
Smartphone’s communication hardware is capable of being in doze mode for short intervals
(as low as 4 milliseconds), and this feature can be utilized even when the device interacts
with its user. In this work, we investigate the requirements of traffic patterns of network
related applications, and suggest guidelines for developing novel energy saving techniques.
4.3 Selection of Applications and Performance Met-
rics
To get representative statistics of the wireless access traffic of smartphones, it is very
important to consider a set of relevant applications that constitute smartphone traffic. We
have considered a set of applications according to usage rating given in [44]. In this section,
we also describe the metrics that we measured from the traffic data.
4.3.1 Chosen Applications
We selected three state-of-the-art smartphones, namely, HTC Nexus One, iPhone 3GS and
BlackBerry 9700 which run on the most popular mobile operating systems (OS). Then, we
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chose a set of representative network related applications on smartphones to gather traffic
data [44]. The applications are: (i) random web browsing, (ii) social networking website,
facebook.com browsing, (iii) YouTube video playing, and (iv) Skype VoIP calling. In case
of web browsing, we randomly browsed news websites such as cnn.com and www.cbc.ca/
news/, searched in google.com, and accessed emails on gmail.com. During facebook.com
browsing, we followed links, status on friends’ wall, and viewed photos. We played two
videos on YouTube.com for online video data, and made VoIP calls using Skype to gather
VoIP trafiic. The duration of each of the tasks was about 10 minutes. Though we collected
data from three different smartphones, in this work, we used the data obtained from HTC
Nexus One handset, and only a subset of the results is shown due to lack of space.
4.3.2 Performance Metrics
In the traffic data, we intended to observe the distribution of packet inter-arrival times,
packet sizes, and burstiness of traffic. We were mainly interested to see the attributes of
the bursts. Fig. 4.2 shows different parameters of a burst.Burst DurationPacket Inter-arrival Time Burst Inter-arrival Time Data PacketTime
Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of performance metrics.
We explain the performance metrics and discuss their importance below.
• Burst Duration is the difference of arrival times between the first and last packets in
a burst. We do not consider the duration of a burst containing only one packet.
• Burst Size is the sum of sizes of all data packets in a burst. The packet includes
application data, and headers of transport, network and MAC levels. The MAC level
header size is 14 bytes in all cases as the packets are captured at wired portion of
the link.
• Packets per Burst is the total number of packets in a burst.
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• Burst Inter-arrival Time is the time gap between the arrival of the last packet of a
burst and arrival of first packet of the next burst is referred as the burst inter-arrival
time.
A burst containing a couple of data packets, and with less duration can easily be aggregated
at MAC level before transmission. Aggregation process reduces MAC and PHY level
overheads. A communication interface can utilize the larger burst inter-arrival times by
being into low energy mode during those intervals. Energy saving by overhead reduction,
and by staying longer in low energy mode are our concerns.
4.4 Experimental Setup
The network connection details for collecting traffic data packet information from a smart-
phone is shown in Fig. 4.1. A 802.11g based access point (AP) is connected to a network
interface card (NIC) of a desktop computer which is connected to the Internet through an-
other NIC. Internet connection is shared between the two NICs of the desktop computer.
If only one smartphone is connected with AP, most of the packets captured by the packet
analyzer, originate from the smartphone. There is a small number of network management
packets exchanged by the AP, and those packets are discarded during analysis.
As a packet analyzer, we used Wireshark (http://www.wireshark.org/), an open
source and widely used network packet analyzer in the industry and educational institu-
tions. Wireshark does not manipulate things on the network, it only examines packets
on a network. To collect smartphone’s Internet traffic data, we connect one smartphone
with the AP at a time, and run an application. Then we collect the packet information
from the Wireshark, installed on the computer. The captured data packets are exported
as spreadsheet from Wireshark for further analysis. Then, the packets are separated into
uplink and downlink packets based on the source and destination IP addresses.
One or more packets are marked as a group when the inter-arrival times between two
consecutive packets are less than a threshold value. Each of the groups is referred to as a
burst. A burst may contain only one packet if the time gaps with its previous and next
packets are more than the threshold. The time span between the first and the last packets in
a burst can be any positive time period. To the best of our knowledge, the state switching
timing (active to sleep and sleep to active) of state-of-the-art device circuitry is around 4
milliseconds. Therefore, the threshold value is set to 5 milliseconds.
As we collect traffic information at the desktop computer, a data packet travels via












Figure 4.3: Connection setup for verifying the impact of access point (AP).
each packet and that may not be uniform for all packets due to buffering effect. Presence
of uneven delays corrupt the timing of packet inter-arrival times, and to investigate this
effect we use a laptop computer with another packet analyzer on it (Fig. 4.3). We run
applications on laptop computer and gather packet information at both analyzers and
compare the statistics obtained from both sources. The results are discussed in the next
section.
4.5 Observations and Discussions
The information regarding sizes and inter-arrival times of uplink and downlink data packets
is crucial for designing an effective micro power management strategy for smartphones’
communication interfaces. With this objective, we at first compare the total number
of uplink and downlink packets for different application scenarios. Then we show the
distribution of size and inter-arrival time of individual packets in uplink and downlink
traffic. The same attributes of bursts are discussed later in this section. Finally, we discuss
the impact of the AP and operating systems (OS).
In social networking website (facebook.com) browsing, the amount of uplink packets is
about 80% of the downlink packets, and in case of random web browsing, it is in the range
of 70% to 95%. The numbers of packets in uplink and downlink traffic are almost equal in
VoIP traffic. Only for YouTube video traffic, the amount of uplink packets is only 18% of
the downlink traffic. Thus, the amount of uplink packets is significant as compared to the
downlink packets except for YouTube video traffic.
The size of the packets in the uplink traffic is usually smaller, which are mostly ACKs






















































































Figure 4.4: Distribution of uplink and downlink packet size for random web browsing.
1400 bytes in random web browsing, and almost all packets are of MTU size in case of
YouTube video playing. The distribution of the packet size is given in Fig. 4.4. The uplink
and downlink packet size in Skype VoIP traffic is around 71 bytes. A significant portion
of the packets in both uplink and downlink traffic have very little inter-arrival times. As
shown in Fig. 4.5, more than 45% of the uplink packets have inter-arrival time of below 1
millisecond, and above 60% of the downlink packets have inter-arrival time of less than 1
millisecond. In the following paragraphs, we present the characteristics of bursts formed












































































Figure 4.5: Distribution of uplink and downlink packets’ inter-arrival time for random web
browsing.
Burst Duration Fig. 4.6 shows the distribution of burst durations of uplink traffic.
More than 95% of the bursts last less than 10 milliseconds. Almost 40% of the bursts live
at best 1 millisecond. This phenomenon is very much interesting. This kind of shorter
burst duration also indicates that packets within a burst are independent of each other.
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No response is required from the destination node before sending all the packets in a burst.













































Figure 4.6: Distribution of uplink burst durations.
Burst Size The distribution of uplink burst size is given in Fig. 4.7. Most of the burst
sizes fall below 1500 bytes. Almost 70% of the bursts formed in YouTube uplink traffic
are single-packet bursts of 66 bytes in length. Those are basically transport level ACKs.
Again, for Skype uplink traffic all bursts contain one packet of size around 70 bytes. In
more than 50% of the cases, the burst sizes in uplink traffic for web browsing fall in between









































Figure 4.7: Distribution of uplink burst sizes.
uplink traffic (shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8). For web browsing and online video playing,
the burst size generally remains above 2000 bytes. The burst size becomes as large as 50
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kilobytes for YouTube video traffic. This differences in burst sizes of uplink and downlink





































Figure 4.8: Distribution of downlink burst sizes.
Packets per Burst The distribution of packets per burst in uplink traffic is given in
Fig. 4.9. More than 50% of the bursts contain 2 or more packets during web browsing.
In YouTube uplink traffic, about 70% of the bursts contain single packet, and almost all
bursts are single packet burst for Skype uplink traffic. In case of downlink traffic, similar
trend is observed for web browsing and Skype calling. However, YouTube traffic contains
25% single packet burst, and 25% bursts with more than 25 packets. This bursty traffic is
an indication of energy saving measure at transport level, which provides more idle time
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Figure 4.9: Number of data packets in uplink bursts.
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Burst Inter-arrival Time Fig. 4.10 shows the distribution of burst inter-arrival times
for downlink traffic. Only 15% of the bursts has less than 10 milliseconds of inter-arrival
time, and 60% of the bursts have inter-arrival times of more than 20 milliseconds. Same
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Figure 4.10: Distribution of downlink burst inter-arrival times.
The results discussed so far are based on separate uplink and downlink traffic data, and
separate analysis is required for packet aggregation techniques. However, the communica-
tion module of a smartphone needs to be active for sending and receiving of data packets,
and therefore, we examine a dataset which contains both the uplink and downlink data.
Fig. 4.11 shows the distribution of burst inter-arrival times in both directions of traffic
for webpage and Facebook browsing. Around 30% of the bursts have inter-arrival times of
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of burst inter-arrival times in both directions.
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Placement of Packet Analyzer To observe the effect of AP on the route of traffic
data, we used a laptop with packet analyzer on it instead of a smartphone. We browsed
random web pages, and captured packets on the laptop as well as on the desktop computer
as usual (Fig. 4.3). On the packet analyzer of the laptop, 40% of the packets in the uplink
traffic have inter-arrival time of 0.25 millisecond or less, and for downlink traffic it is 42%
of the packets. On the other hand, the packet analyzer on the desktop PC, we found 33%
of the uplink packets have inter-arrival time of 0.25 millisecond or less and for downlink
packets it is 68%. These numbers suggest that the AP is reducing the burstiness of the
traffic in both directions by introducing uneven delays, and therefore, the presented results
give a conservative estimate about the traffic bursts.
Impact of OS To observe any possible impact of operating system (OS) or device on
the wireless access traffic, we conducted the same set of experiments on three different
smartphones namely, HTC Nexus One, iPhone 3GS and BlackBerry 9700 by keeping all
other parameters unchanged. However, we did not observe any significant differences in
the distribution of the parameters discussed above.
4.6 Impacts on Energy Saving Methods
We summarize the characteristics of uplink and downlink traffic, and discuss the potential
application of those attributes in designing energy saving techniques. The characteristics
of uplink traffic are as follows:
• Durations of more than 95% of the bursts are below 10 milliseconds (Fig. 4.6);
• Inter-arrival times of more than 80% of the bursts are grater than 10 milliseconds
(Fig. 4.10);
• Sizes of almost all uplink bursts are less then 1500 bytes (Fig. 4.7);
• Number of packets per burst is less than 16 (Fig. 4.9);
We observe the same statistics for downlink traffic except for the burst size. The
downlink burst size is usually larger, and in case of YouTube video traffic, burst size becomes
up to 50 kilobytes (Fig. 4.8). When we consider the bursts in both directions, only 30%
of the bursts come less than 10 milliseconds apart (Fig. 4.11). Based on the analysis
given above, we discuss its implication on different MAC level energy saving techniques in
Table. 4.1. We explain the effects of different burst parameters in the following.
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4.6.1 Impact of Burst Duration and Size
Different applications on a smartphone communicate with different servers. Sometimes
even one application communicates with more than one server. However, all communica-
tions are routed through the AP in infrastructure wireless networks. Small burst durations
(couple of milliseconds) create opportunities for holding data packets in a burst without
affecting the applications’ performance. As most of the burst size is less than MTU in
uplink traffic, all the packets in a burst can be aggregated into a MAC frame. On the
other hand, for larger burst size as in downlink traffic, several MAC frames containing in-
dividual packets can be accumulated before transmitting them at a time. There are several
derivatives of frame aggregation techniques [89, 176], and they basically create longer idle
periods for a communication interface. In addition to that frame aggregation technique
reduces MAC and PHY layer overheads significantly. However, large burst sizes introduce
longer packet delays, and re-transmission rate also increases in presence of moderate bit
error rate (BER).
4.6.2 Impact of Burst Inter-arrival Time
The inter-arrival time of bursts gives us insight into how long the communication interface
should go into doze mode for saving energy. Results show that about 35% of the bursts
have inter-arrival time of less than 10 milliseconds. Therefore, a millisecond-level dozing
is essential for uninterrupted flow of the data traffic. However, the beacon interval is 100
milliseconds in existing WiFi networks, and therefore, the current beacon interval is unable
to accommodate energy saving management scheme in presence of online multimedia or
VoIP traffic. Moreover, sending PS-POLL for receiving data after each tiny doze interval
is impractical, because energy saved from short doze mode would be spent in sending PS-
POLL messages. Therefore, coordinating the state information of the devices with the AP
is a crucial design issue.
4.6.3 Coordination between Device and AP
The values of device’s doze interval and AP’s PSM (Power Save Mode) message interval
must be chosen in such a way that an AP is able to track the state of an attached device
without getting an explicit PS-POLL message. On the device side, a device needs to wait
for a PSM message after waking up from doze state. It either expects data packets from the
AP or goes into doze mode again according to the status value in the PSM message. The
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challenge in the device side is to reduce the wait time before going into doze mode further.
To achieve these objectives, one or more of the following measures worth investigation.
Natural Coordination As we mentioned in the beginning of this section, the number
of uplink packets is comparable to downlink data packets, and the distribution of burst
inter-arrival times in uplink traffic is similar to the downlink traffic. A device can take
advantage of this natural phenomenon by synchronizing the doze interval with the uplink
frame rate. An AP informs a device of any buffered data using the Acknowledgment’s
(ACK) more data field, and the device receives subsequent frames from the AP. No extra
PSM message is needed here. However, this scheme may not work when the uplink frame
rate is low as compare to downlink rate (as in YouTube traffic).
PSM Message with ACK In infrastructure wireless networks, in any data exchange,
the access point becomes either a sender or a receiver, and it often needs to send ACKs.
Since the beacon message is large, and beacon interval is long, an AP can tag the buffer
status of connected devices with MAC level ACKs.
For example, if an AP supports 256 devices, it needs only a 8 bytes vector to indicate
the status for each device. This technique does not require extra PHY or MAC level
overheads, and the status message can be sent more frequently. The client devices can
update themselves accordingly.
Extra PSM Message When the network is under-loaded, AP does not need to send
ACKs very often. In such situations, AP itself can send PSM messages time to time
containing buffer status. AP does not run on battery and in low traffic scenario, this




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.7 Packet Aggregation Scheduler
Motivated by the observations discussed earlier in this chapter, we investigated the en-
ergy saving potential of data packet aggregation at MAC layer. In infrastructure wireless
networks, clients forward all data packets from different applications to the WLAN or cel-
lular access point. The packets that arrive as a burst are good candidates for aggregation
process for reducing delay incurred by the packets due to accumulation process. If the
aggregation process is accomplished in network layer, several queues would be needed to
maintain individual source-destination pair, and the resultant traffic in each flow exhibits
less burstiness. On the other hand, some might argue that applications send as much data
as possible at a time, so gathering consecutive packets from an application might reduce
the performance, even impede the functionality of the application. Though developers do
not always send optimum size data packets as they do not keep energy efficiency in mind,
that claim is valid to some extent. This situation can be avoided by aggregating packets
from several applications in MAC layer. However, consecutive packets with very little
inter-arrival time can be aggregated as the short time interval implies the independence of
each packet.
The IEEE 802.11n standard enables high data speed connection which is about 100
Mbps measured at MAC layer. To accommodate such data rate, it supports two MAC
level frame aggregation techniques, namely, Aggregate-MAC Service Data Unit (A-MSDU)
and Aggregate-MAC Protocol Data Unit (A-MPDU). These two aggregation techniques
can also be combined in two levels [87, 135, 145]. However, the standard does not specify
the scheduler for these schemes, and it is left as vendor’s choice. Here, we propose a packet
aggregation scheduler named as Low Energy Data-packet Aggregation Scheduler (LEDAS)
in this regard.
Figure 4.12: View of the aggregator as a queuing system.
LEDAS accumulates a number of upper layer packets into a burst at medium access
control (MAC) level, based on formation time, size, and number of packets. With this
scheme, larger bursts lead to longer inactivity periods during which the communication
module can be kept in doze mode. Figure 4.12 shows a schematic diagram of the aggre-
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Figure 4.13: Flow diagram of the aggregation process.
medium. However, the data packets incur delays due to the accumulation process. We
have given a detail flowchart description of the technique. By means of analysis, we have
derived the distributions of burst size, burst inter-arrival times, and number of packets for
three different burst selection criteria. We evaluated the efficacy of the technique by sim-
ulations and showed the energy-delay trade-offs. Finally, we evaluated the energy saving
potential of LEDAS on a state-of-the-art HTC Nexus One smartphone.
4.8 Low Energy Data-packet Aggregation Scheduler
A flow diagram of the aggregation process is given in Fig. 4.13 and an algorithm showing
the working principle of LEDAS is given in 4.8.1. It basically receives packets originating
from different applications through Logical Link Control (LLC) sub-layer. The packets
are held here until a hold time expires (τ), or the total size of the packets exceeds some
threshold (α) or the number of packet crosses some limit (γ). The aggregated packet is
termed as burst and hold time is termed as burst formation time. After a burst is formed,
it is pushed into the MAC module. Normally, size of a burst is kept in a range of [α, β].
When the size of a burst exceeds α, it is sent to MAC. In some cases, the size of an ongoing
burst is less than α, but the size exceeds β after the arrival of the next packet. In such





α is minimum burst length
β is maximum burst length
γ is maximum number of packets in a burst
n is number of packets in buffer
b is length of packets in buffer
w is length of a new packet
t timer is TIM timer
b timer is burst timer
status is state of LEDAS
n← 0, b← 0
buffer← φ, status← idle
comment: Buffer Empty (Idle Mode)
while status = idle
do











if no buffered data in AP or host
then
{
put RF circuitry in doze mode
till t timer expires
comment: Buffer NOT Empty (Active Mode)
while status = active
do






else if a packet arrives
if (b+ w) < β
then add-to-buffer(packet)











Figure 4.14 shows the timing diagram of the aggregation process. The burst timers starts
as the first packet arrives at the empty buffer. As shown in the figure, the size of the buffer
increases as the subsequent packets arrive. A burst is released based on the burst size
(α, β), burst timer (τ) and number of packets (γ) in a burst. We consider the distribution
of inter-arrival time of the packets (A) and the distribution of incoming packet sizes (S)
as exponential with mean λ and 1/µ, respectively. We analyze the process and present
a summary of the findings here. The general idea is taken from [124] and [98]. The
inter-arrival time of bursts (T) is the difference of arrival time of the first packet of two
consecutive bursts. The distributions of burst size and number of packets in a burst are B


















t0 t1 t2 tn+1tn
A ~ Packet Inter-arrival Rate, Exp (λ)
S ~ Packet Size, Exp (1/µ)
T ~ Dist. of Burst Inter-arrival Time
B ~ Dist. of Burst Size
N ~ Dist. of Number of Packets in a Burst
an-1
B.F.T. (Z) 
Figure 4.14: Timing diagram of the aggregation process.
4.9.1 Used Terms and Symbols
The symbols and terms used in this analysis are as follows:
• Distribution of packet arrival time (A) is exponential with rate λ and pdf is denoted
by fA(t);
• Distribution of packet size (S) is exponential with mean µ and its pdf is denoted by
fS(l);
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• Probability density function (pdf) of burst formation time (Z) is denoted by fZ(t);
• Probability density function (pdf) of inter-arrival time between two consecutive
bursts(T ) is denoted by fT (t);
• Probability mass function (pmf) of the number of packets in a burst (n) is denoted
by PN(n);
• Probability density function (pdf) of the length of a burst (B) is denoted by fB(x);
• Minimum burst length, α;
• Maximum burst length, β;
• fSn(x) expresses the convolution of fS(x) with itself n times;
• ΦS(u) is the Moment Generating Function (MGF) of some distribution, S;
• sn is the length of nth packet and
• Lk is the sum of lengths of k packets
4.9.2 Bursts sent on formation time
When a packet arrive at empty buffer, a timer is started and a burst is sent when the
timer reaches τ . So, the burst formation time is τ . The burst inter-arrival time, T can be
expressed as Eq. 4.1. The mean of packet arrival time (A) is 1
λ
, therefore, mean of T can
be expressed as Eq. 4.2.





A burst contains n packets if (n− 1) packets arrive in time τ after the first packet arrive.





To compute the mean number of packets in a burst, we use moment generating function
(MGF) of N . Once the MGF is known, the distribution of N will be known. The MGF
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E[N ] = Φ′N(0) = 1 + λτ (4.5)
To obtain the properties of burst size, B, we used the Theorem 6.12 of [164]. The
probability distribution of B is given in Eq. 4.6 and MGF of B can be expressed as Eq. 4.7.





















Now the MGF of burst size distribution, B and expected burst size E[B] are given in









B(0) = µ(1 + λτ) (4.10)
4.9.3 Bursts sent on size
When bursts are released based on their size, two situations can take place: (i) current
burst size is below α, and when a new packet arrives, the burst size falls in between
[α, β]. In this case, the newly arrived packet is included and sent with the current burst;
(ii) current burst size is below α, but when a new packet arrives, the burst size exceeds
β. In this case, the new packet is included in the next burst, and current burst is sent
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with size less than α. The probability that a burst contains n number of packets can be
expressed Eq. 4.11.
PN(n) = Pr(Ln−1 < α and Ln ≤ β) or Pr(Ln < α and Ln+1 > β)
= Pr(α < Ln < β|Ln−1 < α) + Pr(Ln+1 > β|Ln < α) (4.11)
Now, the probability of each part can be expressed as Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 4.13. The first
part,
Pr(α < Ln < β|Ln−1 < α) =
α∫
0
























































And, the second part,
Pr(Ln+1 > β|Ln < α) =
α∫
0




























































n = 1, 2, . . .
(4.14)
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The MGF of T can be expressed as Eq. 4.18.
ΦT (u) = ΦN(ln ΦA(u)) (4.18)
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Hence, ΦT (u) becomes,
ΦT (u) = ΦN(ln ΦA(u))
= (e−a − e−b)ΦA(u)eaΦA(u) + e−beaΦA(u) (4.20)
The expected values of burst inter-arrival time, E(T ) and expected value of burst



















Now, the probability distribution function of burst size can be expressed as Eq. 4.23.
The expected value of the burst size can also be computed by taking product of average
packet size and expected number of packets in a burst. The expected value of burst size is











E[B] = µE[N ]




4.9.4 Bursts sent on number of packets
In this case, a burst is released when it accumulates γ packets. Since the packet arrival
process is exponential, the distribution of burst inter-arrival time, T takes Erlang distri-
bution (Definition 3.7 in [164]). The probability distribution function can be expressed as









fB(x) = fSγ (x) (4.27)
ΦB(u) = (ΦS(u))
γ (4.28)
E[B] = Φ′B(0) = γµ (4.29)
The probability distribution function and MGF of burst size, B are given in Eq. 4.27
and Eq. 4.28, respectively. Intuitively, the expected burst size is γµ, and the number of
packets in each burst is γ.
4.10 Simulation and Experimental Results
We evaluate the performance of the proposed LEDAS scheme through simulation and ex-
periments. For simulation, we used Pawan, a simulator for Infrastructure WLAN with
PSM. We have integrated LEDAS with Pawan and measured the values of different per-
formance metrics such as reduction in energy consumption, and average packet delay. The
simulation parameters are given in Table 4.2. At the end of this section, we present the
results of our experiments on HTC G1 smartphone, the first smartphone from Google with
Android operating system.
Figure 4.15 shows the reduction in energy cost for different packet aggregation time
(also referred as burst formation time, BFT). The values are normalized with energy cost
without packet aggregation or with 0 (zero) burst formation time. In the range of 20
milliseconds to 40 milliseconds of BFT, the consumed energy reduced to 40% to 60% in
transmission and reception, respectively. These values are proportional to reduction in
transmission and reception times which is a result of reduced number of MAC level frame
transmissions and hence reduced overheads.
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Table 4.2: Simulation parameters
Parameter Value Parameter Value
SIFS 10 µs Transmit (Tx) 2000 mW
DIFS 50 µs Receive (Rx) 1000 mW
EIFS 268 µs Listen (Ls) 800 mW
Slot Time 20 µs Doze 25 mW
PLCP Header Time 96 µs CWmin 31
MAC Header Size 34 bytes CWmax 1023
MAC ACK 14 bytes [α, β] [1200, 1400]
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Reception Transmission
Figure 4.15: Reduction in energy costs.
We present the average packet delay, which can be seen as a cost of packet aggregation
in Fig. 1.16. Without packet aggregation, the delay is negligible although it varies from 15
to 45 milliseconds for 20 to 100 milliseconds of BFT. For most of the applications, these
delays, especially for the lower BFTs, are very much tolerable except for few, which require
high quality of service (QoS) constraints. This figure also shows the average number of
network level packets in each burst. As the number of concurrent applications running on
smartphones grow, more packets can be combined in one MAC frame and more benefit
can be obtained from LEDAS.
We present the average packet delay, which can be seen as a cost of packet aggregation
in Fig. 4.16. The delay varies from 15 to 45 milliseconds for 20 to 100 milliseconds of BFT.
The delay is negligible in absence packet aggregation. For most of the applications, these
delays, especially for the lower BFTs, are very much tolerable except a few, which require
to maintain high quality of service (QoS) constraints. This figure also shows the average
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number of network level packets in each burst. As the number of concurrent applications
running on smartphones grow, more packets can be combined in one MAC frame and more
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Figure 4.17: Received and transmitted overheads.
In WLANs, for every MAC level transmission of data packets, there is MAC level
acknowledgment. Therefore, there are both transmission and reception overheads to send
a data packet. The amount of overhead is shown in Fig. 4.17. The overheads are about
8% and 3% for 40 milliseconds of BFT, whereas the normal overheads are 22% and 9%,
respectively. This is simply due to the reduction in number of MAC frames. Due to the
aggregation process of upper layer packets, number of MAC frames reduced as the BFT
increases. The side effect of this phenomenon is that there will be less contention for the
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Figure 4.18: Average burst size and inter-arrival time at MAC layer.
In Fig. 4.18, we show the average burst size and average inter-arrival time of each burst
at the MAC layer. As the burst formation time increases, more upper-layer packets are
accumulated, and thus, the size of the burst increases. The increase in inter-arrival time
between two consecutive bursts is particularly important to us. As the inter-arrival time
increases, the RF circuitry can be turned off for longer period of time and more energy is
saved by being in doze mode.
In the experiment, we used a Toshiba Tecra R10-ES1 laptop as server with Windows 7
operating system on it. A HTC G1 smartphone was used to carry out the experiment as a
client. To measure the current consumption, we connect the smartphone with a Keithley
2304A high speed power supply [76]. The power supply is connected to a desktop PC on
the USB port, and using a controller program on that PC, we set required output voltage
on the power supply. Then we monitor the consumed current by the target device in
millisecond intervals with ±0.002mA accuracy.
The reduction in current consumption is given in Fig. 4.19. The current readings drop
to 19 mAmp from 23 mAmp which may seem insignificant. However, the actual benefit
of LEDAS comes from the utilization of the idle time between two consecutive bursts
by keeping the communication interface to doze mode. We did not have enough access
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Figure 4.19: Current consumption for different burst formation time.
4.11 Summary
We have discussed potential energy saving issues by anatomizing the WiFi access data
traffic of smartphones. We study the challenges associated with designing energy saving
strategies for communication module. We have derived certain values and bounds from
practical usage data. It will help the system designers to come up with better design
and implementations. We also proposed low energy data packet aggregation scheduler
(LEDAS). The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated through analysis, simula-




Design of Energy Performance
Testing
In this chapter, we provide a methodology to select user level test cases for performing
energy cost evaluation of smartphone applications. We define the concept of a user level
test case for smartphones and show that, due to configuration settings, there exist millions
of such test cases. We propose a test selection technique to reduce the number of test
cases. The proposed technique is applied to four different smartphones and their energy
costs are evaluated for running common network related applications. We have developed a
state-of-the-art test bench to execute those test cases for real applications on smartphones,
and measure their actual energy costs.
5.1 Problem Description
There has been a rapid evolution in the smartphone industry over the last couple of years.
Moderate computing power, communication bandwidth, and above all, innovative devel-
opment tools have enabled the creation of mobile versions of the favorite desktop applica-
tions [125]. Among the applications, Internet browsing, online video and music playing, so-
cial networking, news, weather, stock reports, global positioning system (GPS) aided maps,
navigation, searching, games, and productivity software are at the top of the charts [44, 93].
Uploading photos and videos directly to social networks and voice-over-IP (VoIP) clients
are becoming more and more popular.
These applications are resource intensive in terms of bandwidth, processing power,
and/or display, and naturally they draw a good amount of battery energy. However, there
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has not been much improvement in energy density of battery [123]. Development in battery
technology is not keeping pace with development in other sub-systems of smartphones.
Consequently, battery energy puts the ultimate bottleneck on the performance capability,
and availability of a smartphone. Therefore, there is a strong urge for designing all aspects
of smartphones from the perspective of battery energy.
Users are generally not concerned with the speed of the processor, amount of memory,
and the operating system of a smartphone though they care about a brand-name. On
the other hand, what really matters to them is whether or not it contains interesting ap-
plications and how long the smartphone runs applications without recharging its battery.
Thus energy cost measurement of applications is useful to the users, rather than the hard-
ware level energy cost information. Another interesting phenomenon regarding users and
applications of smartphones is the diversity of smartphone usage. Not all the users use
all classes of applications on their smartphones. Different clusters of users favor different
groups of applications.
Falaki et al. [45] characterized four key dimensions of smartphones which includes user
interactions and usage of applications. Their survey reveals that users differ by one or more
orders of magnitude along all the dimensions. For example, the mean amount of traffic
per day varies from 1 to 1000 megabytes. They observed that despite these quantitative
differences, qualitative similarities also exist among users. Users can be clustered according
to their activities on smartphones. Therefore, when the performance of a smartphone is
mentioned, the type of performance should also be noted. Otherwise, it will likely be
marginally helpful only to a small percentage of users. A user level test case should
consider a group of applications that correspond to a user group. Thus the end users will
benefit from the outcomes of the tests.
The energy performances of two mobile applications can be compared by measuring
the energy costs while executing the applications on a smartphone. In this case, the ap-
plications are intended for the same purpose, e.g., applications for playing videos. The
energy performances of two smartphones can also be compared by running the same ap-
plication (perhaps, different versions) on those devices. As we explore in Section 5.4,
typical smartphones possess a number of user settable parameters, and settings of these
parameters have significant impact on the energy costs of smartphones. Hence the settings
of these parameters, termed as configurations of the smartphones, should be consistent
to have an unbiased outcome. For example, comparison of energy cost performances of
two smartphones conducted at different levels of brightness (e.g., 25% and 75%) is unfair.
Therefore, the configurations of a smartphone must be considered during testing for fair
and representative test results.
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Besides producing inconsistent test configurations, the large number of user settable pa-
rameters of smartphones lead to millions of test configurations [4]. This makes the energy
performance testing of smartphones impractical. Thus covering the test space, in other
words, measuring the impacts of all parameters with reduced number of test configurations
is the most crucial challenge in evaluating energy performance of mobile applications. We
introduce the concept of user level test case and test configurations of smartphones. In this
work, we consider network related applications, applications that require network commu-
nications, and present a methodology to measure energy costs with reduced and consistent
test configurations. To reduce the number of test configurations, we categorize the smart-
phone parameters into three groups, namely, basic, active and passive. We have chosen
five smartphones: BlackBerry 9700, HTC HD2, HTC Nexus One, Nokia E71 and Apple
iPhone 3GS and studied their configurable parameters. Tables containing the parameters
are given in Appendix-A. The active parameters are further divided into primary and
stand-along parameters to reduce the number of test configurations. A detailed method-
ology is presented in Section 5.5.
In performance testing, definition of test metrics play an important role to comprehend
test results [156]. The energy cost of a test case is found as an average current for a
given test configuration and the amount of energy is calculated by multiplying the average
current by voltage and duration of the experiment. However, measured energy cost may
not be a good metric for comparing two smartphones as they might have same type of
battery but with different energy capacities. In that case, an application with same energy
cost in both devices runs longer on the device with higher battery energy. Hence an energy
cost metric should fully reflect the energy consuming behavior of an application and a
smartphone. We propose an energy cost metric based on the average current consumed by
an application, and energy capacity of the battery.
The methodology to evaluate the energy cost can be applied by developers as well as
users if they have access to a test bench that we propose in this chapter. Thus, the users
or product critics will have better instrument to test smartphones. On the other hand, the
manufactures and developers will be able to enhance the system design and development
by focusing on specific user groups. In this work, we make the following contributions:
• We define the concept of user level test cases to evaluate the energy cost by running
applications on smartphones. We discuss why different sets of test cases are needed
for evaluating energy cost of smartphones.
• We explain why the configurations of smartphones are so important for conduct-
ing experiments. We observe the challenges in selecting test configurations and the
attributes of the test applications (Section 5.4).
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• We discuss how to identify all such test cases. We apply a test selection technique
to a class of applications called Network Related Applications (NRAs) (Section 5.5).
• We present the detailed design and implementation of a test bench to execute those
test cases (Section 5.6), and execute few test cases on four smartphones and compare
their results (Section 5.7).
Finally, we identify the limitations in performing energy tests of smartphones (Section
5.8). There has been little work reported describing approaches to performance testing
of software applications. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first that focuses
on energy performance testing of mobile applications. In the next section, we present a
general review of literature related to our work.
5.2 Literature Review
Although no reported work in the literature has direct similarity with our proposed work,
in this section, we review a few papers to understand the concept. The software appli-
cations for mobile devices are generally developed in traditional computing environments
such as on a desktop or a laptop, and are deployed in smartphones. As a result, the fun-
damentals of software engineering principles, i.e., analysis, design, implementation, and
testing are still applicable to the engineering of mobile devices and applications [155]. Our
proposed work involves three key elements: (i) software performance testing, (ii) testing
on smartphone, and (iii) combinatorial interaction testing (CIT). We divide this section
into three subsections to review papers under each topic, and at the end of each subsec-
tion, we explain how our work is related to the discussed work. In the smartphone testing
subsection, we cite some additional work for completeness.
5.2.1 Software Performance Testing
Weyuker and Vokolos [156] observed that lack of sufficient planning for performance issues
often causes problems while an application is in use. They examined software performance
testing issues, identified objectives for performance testing, and prescribed a methodol-
ogy to form performance test cases. In performance testing, design of test case selection
strategies means to test for performance criteria rather than functional correctness criteria.
The criteria for performance measurement such as throughput, stimulus-response time, and
scalability are considered from a user’s perspective. According to the authors, formation of
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performance test cases starts with identifying the software processes that directly influence
the overall performance of the system. The subsequent steps are as follows:
• For each process, input parameters that significantly affect the performance of the
system are selected. The number of input parameters is kept small to avoid a large
test space.
• Values of the selected parameters are chosen from both average and heavy workloads,
which reflect desired usage scenarios.
• When a parameter forms a range, representative values from within this range are
chosen. Each selected value forms a separate test case.
Denaro et al. [38] argue that performance evaluation of distributed software applica-
tion is useful in early development stages when important architectural choices are made.
They observed that most of the critical performance faults are often introduced initially
because of wrong architectural choices. Their proposed approach for early performance
testing of distributed component-based applications consists of four phases: (i) for a given
set of architecture design, select use-case scenarios relevant to performance, (ii) map the
selected use cases to the actual deployment technology and platform, (iii) produce stubs of
components that are not available in the early stages of the development, but are needed to
implement the use cases, and (iv) execute the test. Our proposed work falls in the category
of performance testing, and we followed the fundamental steps described in [156, 38] in our
testing methodology.
5.2.2 Testing on Mobile Devices
Efficiency is one of the most important issues of mobile software engineering because of
the resource scarcity. It applies to many aspects of mobile applications such as algorithms,
power consumption, network access, data storage, visualization, user interface, and er-
gonomics. However, much work has not been done in these areas. Dedicated devices can
be optimized for maximum battery life, but mobile applications may inadvertently make
extensive use of battery draining resources [97]. A comprehensive review of energy saving
methodologies is presented in [104]. Naik discusses the issues related to application to
physical layer from energy saving point of view. Naik and Tripathi [103] explain the need
for automating system test process as they are easily repeatable, time consuming, and easy
to automate. Due to the number of configurations and test cases, automation of mobile
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software test process is essential. Operating system (OS) assisted utility programs can be
used to set configuration and get usage profiles [101] of the applications.
Bo et al. [15] mentioned that mobile devices are highly resource constrained in terms of
processing ability, memory capacity and communication ability. Hence, an intrusive testing
approach may affect the results of the testing. The diversity of the devices and platforms
reduces the re-usability and maintainability of test cases. Moreover, the typical mobile
applications highly interactive, and the devices often accept activations from the users and
send responses back for user to take further actions. Thus automation of usage scenarios
is difficult because of unpredictive user’s actions. The authors discussed the drawbacks
of commercially available TestQuest and Digia AppTest in detail. They proposed a black
box testing approach called MobileTest, based on sensitive-event, such as reception of a
Short message service (SMS). MobileTest uses capture-replay mechanism to help testers
automate their test case generation task. This approach involves automatically capturing
user interactions, and later replaying the interactions.
Satoh [133] developed a framework called Flying Emulator to test mobile applications
to validate the applications on their real environment. This mobile agent based emulator
performs application transparent emulation of its target device for applications written in
Java. It facilitates the evaluation of application behavior on wireless networks without the
need of the tester to move across different networks to validate a given mobile application
behavior. Its main purpose is to enable application-level software to be executed and tested
with the services and resources provided through its current network as if the application
was being moved and executed on that target device when attached to the network. Other
work based on black box and mobile agent based testing can be found in [136, 90, 167, 65].
Niranjan et al. [8] present a measurement study for energy consumption in smartphones
with 3G, GSM and WiFi. They proposed a protocol to reduce the energy consumption
for some applications. Jose et al. [12], emphasize that context-aware applications in mo-
bile phone consume a large amount of energy, hence the number of operations in those
applications may be decreased to reduce the energy consumption.
Huang et al. [63] developed a methodology to compare the user perceived performance
of network applications in terms of some performance metrics. Those metrics fluctuate
very much with carriers and devices. Xiao et al. [160] have shown that WLAN consumes
less energy than WCDMA during video download and upload via YouTube. Similarly,
Nurimen et al. [112] discussed that if contents are uploaded for other users during active
downloading then it consumes little amount of extra energy in peer to peer applications.
Kim et al. [77] proposed a performance testing method at the unit test level for emulator
based testing environment. Since the performance defects found at system level testing
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often takes more time and efforts to reveal, the overall cost of the development process
goes high. They utilize a database called MObilePBDB based on benchmark data from
target device and integrate the test tools called PJUnit in the development environment
like Eclipse. The setup basically predicts performance time of the application unit in the
target mobile device.
5.2.3 Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT)
A System Under Test (SUT) generally comprises a number of parameters that take dif-
ferent values. Exhaustive testing that considers all possible combinations of test cases is
desirable [26]. However, it is not feasible to carry out exhaustive testing because of the
exponential explosion of the number of test cases. Suppose a smartphone has 10 user set-
table parameters, and each can take on 5 different values. The total number of combination
becomes 105. Hence only a subset of all test cases can practically be considered as a test
space [96]. Combinatorial Interaction Testing (CIT) is a technique to reduce the number
of test cases of a software system systematically for testing [21, 31, 36, 81].
For a given SUT with k parameters, the main idea of combinatorial testing is to cover
every possible value combination of no more than t parameters. Here, t is called the test
strength. The value of t is a small number and the corresponding combinatorial test is called
t-way testing [21, 81, 6, 108]. Experience suggests that not every parameter contributes to
each fault and many faults are caused by interactions between a relatively small number of
parameters, and this understanding is the key for t-way combinatorial testing. The 2-way
testing popularly known as pairwise testing is based on the observation that software faults
often involve interaction between two parameters.
Kuhn et al. [81] explains combinatorial testing with example and discussed the impor-
tance of it. Combinatorial testing is accomplished by constructing a set of tests known as
Mixed Covering Array or Covering Array that covers all t-way combinations of parameter
values. Results from their investigations show that many faults are caused by a single pa-
rameter value, and the progressively fewer faults are observed for higher oder interactions.
For example, in a web server application about 40% of the failures were caused by a single
value, another 30% were caused by the interaction of two parameters, and a cumulative
total of almost 90% were triggered by three or fewer parameters.
While building the Mixed Covering Array (MCA), it is assumed that different parame-
ters are independent of each other. However, configurations included in MCA may become
invalid due to application constraints [31, 32]. Ignoring constraints leads to inaccurate
test planning and waste of effort. The authors of [32] discussed constraints with examples
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from highly configurable system like Nokia 6000, and proposed a technique to represent
constraints. They describe ways to integrate constraint checking with the existing CIT
algorithms.
Chen et al. [21] addressed the issues of shielding parameters in combinatorial testing.
The shielding parameters in many real-life applications disable other parameters in cer-
tain conditions. They proposed Mixed Covering Array with Shielding Parameters (MCAS)
to explain the problem caused by shielding parameters. The authors mentioned that in
realistic software applications, there may exist both regular constraints and shielding pa-
rameters, and dealing with combination of these two kinds of relationship is more difficult.
Smartphone parameters such as 3G data connection, WiFi, Bluetooth, volume, and
brightness are not independent with respect to an application, and some of them are shield-
ing parameters at the same time. For example, for an image viewer application, there is
no role of volume, and when WiFi data connection is turned on, 3G data connection auto-
matically shuts down. Thus the testing environment contains interactions with constraints
and shielding parameters, which is quite complex as Chen et al. [21] mentioned. Analysis
of such systems has not yet been reported in the literature, and our proposed methodology
is based on heuristic.
5.3 Formulation of Test Cases
Suppose that a smartphone has m number of user settable parameters denoted by Ud
= {B1, B2, B3, . . ., Bm}. A parameters Bj takes a value (bj) from an ordered set ν(Bj),
and the kth instance of parameter Bj is referred to as b
k
j . The total number of different
states of Bj is denoted by η(Bj). Another representation of η(Bj) is |ν(Bj)|, which is the
number of elements in ν(Bj). For example, brightness (referred as B32 in Table 5.5) of a
smartphone’s display is a parameter that a user can set at different levels. Therefore, for
brightness, ν(B32) = {0, 25, 50, 75, 100}, η(B32) = 5, and an instance of B32, b232 = 50.
A configuration of a smartphone is an instance of all user settable parameters for
executing a test case. The set of all configurations, S, can be given as {ν(B1) × ν(B2) ×
. . .× ν(Bm)}. A configuration (βi) is a member of S, and is expressed as {b1, b2, . . . , bm}.
Let us consider another parameter, Data Access Mode (referred as B37 in Table 5.5),
where, ν(B37) = {OFF, WiFi, EDGE, 3G} and η(B37) = 4. If we consider only these two
parameters B32 and B37, then {25,WiF i} and {50, 3G} are two examples of configuration.
An application setting, αi comprises {Ai, Ci, Ti}. Ai represents the class and description
of an application and Ci indicates types of content for Ai. Ti is the execution time of Ai
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on a smartphone. Suppose that there is a video file player application (a1) that supports
only MPEG (c01) and Flash (c
1
1) format of video files. The number of different contents is
denoted by η(Ci) and for this application, η(C1) = 2. The time durations for executing
these two types of video files are t01 (for example, 60 sec) and t
1











Figure 5.1: System model of proposed test configuration.
A test case γi is represented as a pair <input; expected output>. An application
setting, αi and a device configuration, βi constitute an input. The output θi of a test
case is expressed as energy cost metric that we propose in this work. We formally express
γi : 〈αi, βi; θi〉 and Fig. 5.1 shows a logical diagram of the test configuration. An application
is executed by setting the user settable parameters according to a specific configuration
and the consumed energy is measured by a high resolution current measurement unit.
5.4 Challenges
There are two main challenges involved in test case selection process: (i) large number
of configurations, (ii) large number of applications, and a variety of contents for these
applications. We describe the details of each challenge in this section.
5.4.1 Number of Configurations
We examined various user settable parameters of smartphones and identified the ones
which are expected to influence the energy consumption while running an application on
smartphones. We identified the configurable parameters for a set of smartphones, and
some of them are listed in Table 5.5 and 5.6. In these tables, ‘Yes’ means the parameter is
available, ‘No’ implies it is not available and ‘Alternative’ implies that a similar parameter
is available. Most of the parameters can be set as On/Off or Manual/Auto while others
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have a list of options to select from. Now, the number of test cases (Nc) on smartphones
can be given as:




Here, Ai is a selected application, Sd is the number of configurations in device d, M is
the number of selected applications. Xd(Ai) can be expressed as:
Xd(Ai) =
{
1 if Ai is executable in device d;
0 otherwise.
(5.2)
At this point, the challenge is to identify the values of Sd, M and η(Ci) such that it
provides a feasible set of test cases for running target group of applications on smartphones
for different user groups and further determining the impact of an individual parameter on
energy consumption.
A straightforward way to identify all the configurations is to consider all possible com-
binations of the available parameters. We present a general expression for a single smart-





Descriptions of Ud, Bj and η(Bj) are given in Section 5.3. Based on the discussion, the
number of experiments (Nc) for HTC Nexus One can be calculated as follows: we found
that there are 19 parameters in U2 for HTC Nexus One. By applying Eq. 5.3, we get,
S2 ≈ 47X106. If we further consider the number of applications and contents, the total
number of test cases, (Nc), will be huge. To develop a feasible methodology for energy
measurement, a subset of the existing configurations needs to be chosen so that selected
test cases disclose the behaviors of energy cost patterns.
5.4.2 Choosing Applications, Contents, and Durations
It is not feasible to measure the energy cost of running each of the applications, and as
such we need to select few applications (termed as test applications) from each class which
represent a group of applications. For example, an online video playing application requires
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Internet access and at the same time, it needs to decode the video frames. Therefore, an
online video playing program needs to be developed (or, chosen from existing applications)
which very much represents the attributes of online video playing applications.
The content or input to an application may impact the energy costs. For example, a
video playing application may consume different amount of energy for different video files.
Different video format require different amount of processing time and also, they need to
fetch different size of Internet data. Based on the number of connected players through
networks and/or settings of a game, the energy costs of game vary. Therefore, a note of
content type in the test case description is important.
The duration of running a test case is also critical as it captures the variation of energy
costs over time. We need to measure the energy costs for a complete cycle of execution,
so that the subsequent phase of execution is just a replication of the measured stage of an
application. By complete cycle, we refer the time duration, during which, an application
fully exhibits its energy consumption behavior.
5.5 Proposed Methodology
The objectives of our proposed methodology are (i) to have a consistent test configuration
across smartphones, so that we will be able to compare the results; and (ii) to capture
the energy consumption behaviors of an application with reduced number of experiments.
An experiment is an execution of a test application on a given test configuration. A test
application is a software realization of a test case and a test configuration is a particular
setting of all user settable parameters in a smartphone.
To ensure a consistent test configuration, we at first need to know all the parameters
of a smartphone, which involve in the energy consumption. For that, we examined such
parameters of five (5) smartphones, namely BlackBerry 9700, HTC Nexus One, Nokia E71,
HTC HD2 and iPhone 3GS.
5.5.1 Categorization of Parameters
We explored the parameters of the smartphones, and make a comprehensive list of the
parameters found on those devices. The values of some parameters cannot be changed
or fixed, and the values of some parameters can be set at different levels. Since the
combination of different values of all parameters are vast in number, it requires much time
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and effort to deal with these parameters individually. Intuitively, categorization of these
parameters according to their impacts on the energy consumption is useful in this situation
to reduce number of test cases. With this view, we proposed categorizing the parameters
of a smartphone into three main groups which are illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Parameters with
fixed values are categorized into basic parameters, and the rest of the parameters are called





















Figure 5.2: Categorization of smartphone parameters
• Basic Parameters (G0): This group contains all the parameters whose values are
fixed. A user cannot change or adjust the values of those parameters. Processor,
Memory and size of display fall in this group. Table 5.4 in the appendix shows
the basic parameters of the five smartphones mentioned earlier. These parameters
affect the energy consumption of a device, and their impacts just remain the same
throughout the testing process. For this reason, we can keep them aside during the
testing process. However, when we compare two or more smartphones on energy
performance, the differences in these parameters must be noted during the analysis
of the test results.
• Active Parameters (G1): This group contains the parameters whose values are set-
table. The user can control and adjust the values of those parameters. Basically,
these parameters are some utility programs on top of operating system (OS), which
control hardware components. Applications for controlling volume of a device, bright-
ness of the display, turning on/off the global positioning system (GPS) are examples
of active parameters. Table 5.5. The active parameters are further divided into two
groups as described below.
– Primary Parameters (Gp1): An active parameter is regarded as primary pa-
rameter. It appears to consume a significant proportion of the total power
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consumption. Variation of it values yields more informative test results. The
primary parameter selection criteria are further discussed in Section 5.5.3.
– Stand-alone Parameters (Gs1): The rest of the active parameters are stand-alone
parameters.
• Passive Parameters (G2): This group contains the rest of the parameters whose
values are also adjustable by the users. They are also utility programs incorporated in
the OS or from third parties. For example, WiFi Hotspot and Bluetooth Discoverable
are programs which use WiFi and Bluetooth interfaces, respectively. They do not
control the hardware components, but they use hardware components, and thus, they
affect the test outcomes. During the testing process, we need to take out the effect
of other applications by removing them or by keeping their effect fixed throughout
the testing process. Thus, we turn off or fix certain values for these parameters. We
particularly concern about the listed parameters given in Tab. 5.6 as they come with
most of the smartphone operating systems or they are third party applications that
are becoming more common in smartphone environments.
The central idea of our proposed technique is to keep the value of G2 parameters to
certain levels and then vary the G1 parameters to see their impact on the energy costs of
an application.
5.5.2 Number of Configurations for Active Parameters
We pick an application (Ai) based on a test case and select a potential parameter (Bi)
from G1 that expects to have more impact on energy cost for Ai. For instance, Network
data access mode is chosen for NRAs. Then, we vary (Bi) and observe the energy cost
of Ai. During this time, all other parameters in G1 are kept fixed to certain values.
Parameters of G2 are kept constant throughout all experiments. We refer this set as
primary configurations. To measure the impact of other parameters of group G1, we
choose another parameter (Bj) from G1 and observe the joint impact of Bi and Bj on
the energy cost of application (Ai). This set of configurations is termed as stand-alone
configurations. Numbers of primary and stand-alone configurations are denoted by Spd and
Ssd, respectively.
Now, the total number of test cases according to our scheme is given in Eq. 5.4. Sd
in Eq. 5.1 becomes (Spd + S
s
d) in Eq. 5.4. In primary configuration, only one parameter
(Bi) is considered by keeping others fixed. Therefore, the value of S
p
d can be given as in
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Eq. 5.5. For example, YouTube Video Player application is an NRA and we consider Data
Access Mode (B37) for primary configurations. Therefore, we observe the energy costs for
{WiFi, EDGE, 3G} connections. The values of other parameters such as volume (B31),











Spd = η(Bi) (5.5)
In Table 5.1 and 5.2, we present the energy costs of different combinations of the parameters
Bi and Bj. Table 5.1 refers to the costs of primary configurations. Here, the modes
of Bi are varied while the value of Bj is kept fixed to some value, b
1
j for instance. In
the stand-alone configurations, we choose another value of Bj, suppose, b
2
j and conduct
experiments for different values of Bi. In Table 5.2, second row contains the energy costs
of primary configurations and third row contains costs of some stand-alone configurations.
Let, ∆k = |θ2,k − θ1,k|, where k (0 ≤ k ≤ 3) refers to the state of Bi. If values of ∆k are
equal, we conclude that energy costs for both parameters are additive, and in this case,
we need to conduct experiments only across the values of Bj with any value of Bi. On
the other hand, if values of ∆k are not equal, we need to consider all the combination
of {ν(Bi) × ν(Bj)} to fully extract the energy consumption behavior of Bi and Bj for
application Ai.
⇓ Other parameters Parameter Bi









b1, . . . , bi−1, bi+1, . . . , bg θ0 θ1 θ2 θ3
Table 5.1: Primary configuration
To identify the stand-alone configurations for the same YouTube Video Player appli-
cation, let us consider another parameter brightness (B32) from G1. In primary configu-
ration, the value of B32 is 25%, for stand-alone configuration, we need to choose another
value, 50% for instance. Now, the stand-alone configurations are {WiFi, EDGE, 3G} with
brightness 50%. If the differences of energy costs for brightness levels 25% and 50% across
{WiFi, EDGE, 3G} are same, we can say that both parameters are independent of each
other and we just need to find the energy cost at brightness levels 0%, 75% and 100%.
Otherwise, we need to find energy costs for all data connections at all brightness levels.










j Parameter, Bi 
States 0 1 2 3 
0 θ00 θ 01 θ 02 θ 03 
1 θ 10 θ 11 θ 12 θ 13 
2 θ 20 θ 21 θ 22 θ 23 
3 θ 30 θ 31 θ 32 θ 33 
Table 5.2: Dependency check table
The number of stand-alone configurations can be expressed formally. Let Qj is the
number of stand-alone configurations corresponding to Bj such that Bj ∈ G1. Then, Qj
can be expressed as shown in Eq. 5.6.
Qj =
{
η(Bj) Bi, Bj are independent;
(η(Bj)− 1)× Spd Bi, Bj are dependent.
(5.6)
One value of Bj is excluded from stand-alone configurations, as it is considered in







5.5.3 Choosing A Primary Parameter
In performance testing parameters are chosen according to their degree of influence on
the performance of the system [156]. In our methodology, the larger is the number of
primary parameters, the larger is the number of test configurations. For NRAs, network
access mode plays a significant role on their energy consumption. Hence we choose to have
network access mode as the primary parameter.
5.5.4 Parameter with Continuous Value
The settable values of a parameter may appear as different forms on different smartphones.
For instance, brightness can be set at any point between 0 and 100 in HTC Nexus One,
but in BlackBerry 9700, it has to be set at 0, 10, 20, and so on. In such cases, we choose
to opt the discrete levels and set the continuous levels only to the discrete levels. Another
interesting issue is that the same levels of volume or brightness may not represent the same
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level across the smartphones. In this case, we need to use external calibration tools such
as decibel meter, photometer to ensure same actual levels across the smartphones.
5.5.5 Energy Cost Metric
A smartphone consumes some current even when we do not run any user application, and
most of this current is consumed by the display. Suppose that the smartphone consumes
Ix amount of current when applications Ax is executed. Since the battery capacities are
different across smartphones, we suggest that the corresponding energy cost metric (θx)
of Ax for a given configuration is ξ/Ix hour. Here, ξ denotes the battery capacity. Some
examples of energy cost metric calculation are given in Tab. 5.3. It requires further analysis
and experimentation to compute the energy cost when more applications are executed
concurrently.
ξ I0 Ia Ix Iy θx θy
(mAh) (mA) (mA) (mA) (mA) (hour) (hour)
1500 7.5 50 350 80 4.3 18.7
1230 7 43 188 97 6.5 12.7
1400 9 175 196 375 7.1 3.7
Table 5.3: Examples of energy cost metrics
5.6 Test Bench
We describe a test bench to facilitate experimentation of smartphones to measure energy
costs of applications. As shown in Fig. 5.3, the setup mainly includes (i) smartphone(s);
(ii) power supply with a high precision current measurement unit; (iii) a desktop or laptop
computer to control and monitor the power supply unit; (iv) a wireless Access Point (AP);
(v) a web server; and (vi) a cellular network connection with data access.
We use the connections as shown in Fig. 5.4 to carry out the experiment. With this
connection setup, smartphone is able to read battery condition, but gets energy from the
power supply. The connected battery also does not get any power supply. We keep the
battery fully charged so that no power-saving mechanism is activated in the smartphone

















Figure 5.3: Experiment setup of test bench.
The power supply is initialized with the battery ratings of the smartphone through a
controller program installed in a desktop or laptop computer. The smartphone is turned
on and a test configuration is selected before conducting experiment. Consumed current is
measured by a monitor program installed in the same computer with and without running
the test application. We used Keithley 2304A, a high speed power supply with accuracy
in measuring current of ±(0.2% + 400µA).
5.7 Experimental Results
We used BlackBerry 9700, Nokia E71, HTC Nexus One and HTC HD2 smartphones in
our experiments. We did not execute our test cases on iPhone 3GS. Because we could not
access the battery interface as illustrated in Fig. 5.4 for the specific way the phone has
been packaged. When we discuss the results of the experiments, we do not refer to specific
smartphones, rather we use the terms Phone A, Phone B, Phone S and Phone W. We are
more interested in how to measure the performance of the devices than their brand names.
We setup the experiments as described in Section 5.6.
















Figure 5.4: Connection details of device, battery and power supply.
NRAs, namely, YouTube video player, Internet browsing, email composing. Then we
present the findings of some stand-alone experiments on individual devices in 5.8, and
5.9. Throughout the experiments, we fixed the parameters of Table 5.5 and 5.6 to certain
values. We do not present the details due to space limitation. The energy metric that
we proposed can be interpreted as expected lifetime of a device for a specific application.
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Figure 5.5: Energy metrics for YouTube video.
Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of the four smartphones when we played a YouTube
video (animusic-pipe-dream) on them. Phone A and Phone S perform better than the
other two in case of WiFi connection, but all of them perform the same when they use
cellular data network. The average energy metric is also better for WiFi connection which
suggests the use of WiFi when available.
A similar trend is observed while we browse Internet on the smartphones. As shown in
Fig. 5.6, the energy metrics for Phone B and Phone S, are very high for WiFi connection,
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Figure 5.7: Energy metrics for composing email.
The smartphones show a different tendency while we compose an email. As we observe
in Fig. 5.7, the performances of all smartphones are almost similar for both WiFi and cellu-
lar connection. While composing an email, there is minimum interaction with the network
connections, and therefore, the network access modes do not impact the performance of
smartphones.
We run three video files on Phone A over WiFi connection to the full length of their
durations. The performance metrics for all the videos are almost same. This result implies
that the content does not matter while running an online video application.
Next, we observe the energy metrics for WiFi, EDGE and 3G connections on Phone B.
We ran YouTube video player using different network connections. As shown in Fig. 5.8,
we found that EDGE connection performs better than the 3G and WiFi connection. This
trend may not be similar across the smartphones.
Finally, we examine if there is any impact of data access mode (B37) on brightness (B32)
in regards to energy consumption. We discussed the technique to check the dependency























































Figure 5.9: Differences in current consumption at brightness levels of 50% and 75%.
consumption are more or less equal as we change the brightness level from 50% to 75%. This
implies that the network access mode do not impact the brightness levels in smartphones
and hence the two parameters can be considered as independent.
5.8 Limitations
We describe the limitations of energy performance testing in this section, which are mainly
due to inherent characteristics of the smartphones and their operating environments.
• Device Specifications: A device may be popular among users for some of the basic
(G0) parameters, such as display size, display intensity, user-friendliness and oper-
ating system. As a result, the energy cost of some applications can be high. The
energy performance is not a concern in such cases. This phenomenon can be seen as
a trade-off between energy cost and user perception, over which we have no control.
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• Network Condition: We used a stand-alone access point (AP) to conduct WiFi related
experiments. However, we had no control over the EDGE and 3G networks. Due
to the fluctuations in the channel condition, variation in the results with space and
time is inevitable.
• Battery Properties: A constant voltage source was used during testing to power the
smartphones. However, the devices run on batteries, and real batteries are non-linear
devices [104]. Therefore, the measured cost metric (θ) will be slightly different from
the obtained energy cost metric from real batteries.
• Stand-alone Parameters: Same set of experiments should be conducted for all the
four devices in order to compare the test results. We set similar values for primary
parameters on all devices accordingly. However, it was not possible to obtain similar
settings for the stand-alone parameters because all the stand-alone parameters were
not available on all the devices.
We used the default applications available on the smartphone platforms to conduct the
experiments. Executing compatible versions of the same application (i.e., same design
is followed in every version) on the smartphone platforms is logical for fair comparison.
However, our objective is to evaluate the performance from user perspective, thus default
applications were purposely chosen to conduct the experiments.








QSD8250 1 GHz 




QSD8250 1 GHz 
ARM Cortex A8 600 
MHz, PowerVR 
SGX535 graphics 
02 RAM Size of RAM 256 MB RAM 512MB RAM 128 MB RAM 448 MB RAM 256 MB RAM 
03 Display Size of display 
480 x 360 pixels 
2.44" 
480 x 800 pixels 
3.7" 
320 x 240 pixels 
2.36" 
480 x 800 pixels 
4.3" 





Name of the OS BlackBerry OS Android Symbian Windows CE iPhone OS 3 
05 Battery Type & capacity Li-Ion 1500 mAh Li-Ion 1400 mAh Li-Po 1500 mAh Li-Ion 1230 mAh Li-Ion 1250 mAh 
 
Table 5.4: Examples of basic parameters (G0)
5.9 Summary
We proposed a methodology to measure the energy performances of smartphones and
network related applications by means of reduced number of test cases. Such a testing
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Bi Parameters Description BB 9700 HTC Nexus One Nokia E71 HTC HD2 iPhone 3GS 
31 Volume 
Allows the user to change 
the volume level of the 
device 
Volume levels                                                                  
( 0 to 10) 
Option 1: 
Sounds (Silent)   
Option 2: levels: 
(0 to 15) 
Volume levels   
(0 to 10) 
Option 1: 
Sounds (Silent)                                          
Option 2:               
levels (0 to 15) 
Volume levels   
(0, 1 to 16) 
32 Brightness 
Allows the user to change 
the brightness level of the 
device 
Brightness  
(0, 10, 20 to  100) 
Brightness 
Continuously                         
(0 to 100%) 
Display Light 
Sensor (0, 25, 
50, 75, 100) 
Brightness 
Continuously                      
(0 to 100%) 
Brightness 
Continuously              
(0 to 100%) 




No Different Color Theme No No 
34 Bluetooth 
Allows the user to turn on/off 
their bluetooth connection 
whenever required. 
ON/OFF ON/OFF ON/OFF ON/OFF ON/OFF 
35 GPS 
Allows the user to turn on/off 






satellites  (Select 
/ Deselect) 











36 Data Encryption 
The user can enable or 







(ON/OFF)                





37 Data Access Mode 
Allows the user to select 
from WiFi/EDGE/3G 
connections 
Yes                                               Yes                            Yes Yes                 Yes                                               
Table 5.5: Examples of active parameters (G1)
framework will help the system designers to come up with better design and implementa-
tions of software applications. The challenges associated with the measurement of energy
costs and the comparison of such costs across smartphones were addressed thoroughly. We
identify the potential parameters and categorize them into different groups. Four different
state-of-the-art smartphones were used to conduct test on our energy measurement test
bench.
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Bi Parameters Description BB 9700 HTC Nexus One Nokia E71 HTC HD2 iPhone 3GS 
61 Airplane Mode 




ON/OFF Select / Deselect No ON/OFF ON/OFF 
62 Maps 
User can let the 
address of the 
device 
recognizable 
ON/OFF No Alternative                                   (Select GPS / Maps) No 
Alternative                                   
(Select Maps) 
63 Browser Push 
Allows the user to 
enable Push, 
WAP, MDS 





Let device to 
select the network 
manually or 
automatically 
Auto/Manual Search automatically Manual/Automatic 
Select / Deselect / 
Auto 
Alternative                               
Carriers 
(Automatic / 










Alternative                                                                       
(Prompt when 
manual login is 
required)                                                                   
ON/OFF 
Option 1: Show WLAN 
availability (Yes/No)   
Option 2: Scan for 
Networks (1 to 10 min) 
No ON/OFF 
66 Bluetooth - Discoverable 





Shown to all, Define 
Period 









in the vicinity 
Search/Listen Scan for devices No Search No 
68 Portable WiFi Hotspot 
Leads the mobile 





(Select / Deselect) 
No 
Alternative                      
Internet sharing 
(Select / Deselect) 







A click sound will 
be made 
whenever some 




pressing soft keys 
and on certain UI 
interactions  
Alternative                                     
Blink light for 
(Off,5,15,30hrs) 
Alternative                          
Notification Sounds 
(reminders, new 
message, new email, 
voice mail) 
ON/OFF 
70 Automatic Brightness 
Allows the user to 
set the brightness 
to default level 
No ON/OFF No ON/OFF ON/OFF 
71 Automatic Dim Backlight 
Dims the display 
light automatically ON/OFF No 
Light time-out  
(5 to 60 sec) 
Dim backlight                                        
[10 sec  to 5 min] 




72 Auto-rotate Screen 
The screen 
rotates to have 
two orientations of 
display  














74 Screen Timeout 
Allows the user to 
set the display 
timeout for the 
screen 
Timeout (10 
sec to 2 Min) 
Timeout                                            
(15 sec to 30 min) 
Timeout
(5 to 90 sec) 
Timeout [1 to 10 min] 
(battery) & [1 to 30 
min] (external power) 
Timeout     






















Alternative                                                                                   
HTC Location service  
(Enabled / Disabled) 
Location Services  
(ON / OFF) 
77 Security - 
Firewall 
User can enable 





No No No No 




Conclusions and Future Directions
6.1 Conclusions
Smartphones are emerging as the preferred personal gadget of users. Increasing number
of resource intensive software applications are draining their limited energy resource. As
a result, extending the battery life of smartphones has been in the focus of researchers for
more than a decade. Numerous energy management techniques have been investigated at
different levels of system design, starting from silicon at the bottom, to application design
at the top, with communication protocols and operating systems in between. However, the
well-known end-to-end argument suggests that functions placed at low levels of a system
may be redundant or of little value when compared with the cost of providing them at
that low level. In portable devices, software applications use hardware resources through
the operating system, which in turn consume battery power when they are in use. Thus,
being on the top level, software applications play the most important role in the energy
consumption of smartphones, and as such draw considerable attention for research.
The challenges in designing energy-efficient software applications are described in Chap-
ter 1. In the mobile application development process, there is a need for high-level energy
cost information so that designers can apply that during design phase. From the designers
or developers point of view, the impact of design decisions on the energy cost is impor-
tant. Thus fewer design choices need to change after the initial energy performance test
of an application. A standard energy evaluation test bench is also crucial for comparing
energy test results of smartphones performance tests. Specifying the values of different
smartphone parameters during a test, and reducing the number of test configurations are
two potential concerns in this regard.
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In this thesis, we have addressed the above two major issues related to mobile appli-
cation development process. In addition, we have addressed an application level energy
management technique that enhances the functionality of smartphones by accessing re-
sources on other devices. We have also investigated an energy-efficient communication
strategy that proposed a data packet aggregation algorithm based on different burst pa-
rameters. To observe the efficacy of the approach, WiFi Internet traffic data of different
smartphones were observe and analyzed. A summary of each of the strategies is described
below.
We presented a finite state machine (FSM) based model to estimate the energy cost
of mobile applications. We provided evidence from an energy measurement test bench
to explain the model parameters. We proposed the use of smartphone device emulators
to estimate energy costs and discuss the rationale behind doing so. To help designers in
making decisions at an early design phase, the concept of energy cost profile of a device was
introduced, which provides the energy cost information of different hardware components
so that designers may take measures to improve their designs and make their applications
more energy efficient. We have conducted experiments on our energy measurement testbed
comprising of a number of state-of-the-art smartphones to provide practical examples of
energy cost profiles for devices.
The proposed UCCI framework facilitates communication between two wireless portable
devices such as smartphones and laptops. This framework allows a server device to remain
in the sleep state unless its service is needed by a client device. It exploits the ‘Wake On’
feature of the server device, uses the personal area low power Bluetooth link, and option-
ally returns the server back to the sleep state. To validate our model, we have developed
two prototypes using state-of-the-art BlackBerry 9700 and HTC Nexus One smartphones.
We investigated the potential energy saving issues by anatomizing the WiFi access data
traffic of smartphones, and a packet aggregation scheduler has been proposed to keep the
communication interface in sleep states as long as possible.
To evaluate the energy cost evaluation of smartphone applications, we have defined the
concept of a user level test case for smartphones and showed that, due to configuration
settings, there exist millions of such test cases. We proposed a test selection technique
to reduce the number of test cases. The proposed technique is applied to four different
smartphones and their energy costs are evaluated for running common network related
applications. We have developed a state-of-the-art test bench to execute those test cases
for real applications on smartphones, and measure their actual energy costs.
We have shown the efficacy of our proposed ideas by means of extensive experiments
throughout the thesis. The results of this thesis can be used by application developers
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to make implementation level decisions that allow the implementation of energy efficient
software applications, leading to the designing of energy efficient smartphones.
6.2 Future Directions
The need for energy efficiency in smartphones will become more acute in future for the
following reasons.
1. Growing Miniaturization of Hardware Components: Hardware components
are becoming increasingly smaller with more capacity. Smartphones with a quad-
core processor are already available in the market. On the other hand, the space for
battery is reducing with overall size of the devices.
2. Addition of more Sensors: New components are being added to the devices over
time. The accelerometer, proximity sensor, near field communication (NFC) are few
examples, and more sensors means more energy consumers in the system.
3. Diversification of Usage: With the development of new applications and tools,
the usage of the smartphones will be further diversified. Users will use smartphones
for mobile payment, GPS navigation, Camera and etc.
4. Development of Energy-hungry Applications: Everyday thousands of new ap-
plications are coming to application market-place to meet the user demand. Some
types of application such as gaming and map based apps are resource intensive in
terms of processing and communication need.
5. Enhanced Data Transfer and Storage Security: Security and integrity of data
has been an important concern, and it will keep growing in future. Additional com-
putation intensive measures will be required to satisfy the demand in this regard.
6. Integration of New Technology: New technologies will be integrated with smart-
phone such as cognitive radio which require constant energy for spectrum sensing.
This list is not exhaustive, these are just a few examples. Technology keeps changing
at a rapid pace, and we need new and innovative approaches to cope with the changes.
In the following, we have proposed a few potential extensions of our work and a couple of
general issues that need to be addressed for building energy efficient smartphones. These
points address the limitation of our approaches as well.
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1. We have investigated the energy consumption of applications on top of operating
systems. During the execution of the application system resources such as CPU
and memory were readily available. However, in the presence of other applications,
available resources may become saturated. For example, the OS may need to swap
memory to accommodate an application, or an application may be kept in waiting
for a while. This kind of situation is not rare, and it needs to be addressed to get a
clear picture of energy consumption.
2. The cloud computing facilitates the offloading of computationally intensive tasks
to cloud servers for the smartphones. However, issues such as when or in what
situations offloading would be effective in terms of delay and energy are yet to be
properly addressed. There is also a need for a generic framework for offloading task
to a surrogate server.
3. When we analyzed the smartphone Internet traffic, we used only WiFi traffic, because
we did not have access to 3G traffic data. To explore the energy saving potential of
3G data network for smartphones, availability of cellular data traces is essential.
4. In the design of energy performance testing, we were able to reduce the number
of configurations, but the settings of device parameters still need to be changed
to configure a device for testing. The task of setting values of parameters can be
automated, and automation of the testing is another potential extension to our work.
5. During the experimentation, we used only one smartphone of different types. There
is a need to observe the variation of energy consumption among the devices of same
kind. For example, the variations of energy consumption on two BlackBerry 9700.
This validation technique will add more confidence to our results.
6. To receive the full benefit of energy efficient software applications, operating systems
need to properly coordinate the applications, and manage hardware components.
Thus, a system-wide integrated energy saving framework is essential. This feature is
still in its infancy.
7. Finally, there is the need for a review of existing software engineering methodolo-
gies for mobile application development. New methodologies need to be augmented
with existing software engineering processes to address the performance testing issues
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